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I. Numbers
Topics covered in this chapter:
Overview of what is mathematics, numbers and geometry, operation with
numbers, fractions, indices, counting numbers, real numbers, complex numbers, discovering patterns using numbers, practical uses of numbers, units,
changing units, some history.

1

Overview

Mathematics is built on two practical features of the world, namely numbers and space. Numbers appear as soon as we want to count things. Space
appears as soon as we want to measure land or we want to determine the volume of objects. Thus mathematics started out as the science of numbers and
the science of space: both essential for understanding our world. The science
of numbers was called Number Theory while the science of space was called
Geometry. However, it has slowly become clear that mathematics is really
a subject where significant patterns are studied for the joy of understanding
them.
Let us explain how patterns arise. We start by looking at numbers. When
we add numbers we make use of two patterns. The first pattern is that the
order in which numbers are added does not matter and second pattern is
that a number can be written in different ways. For instance we can write
the number five in many ways eg 5 = 4 + 1 = 3 + 2 = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.
We are so used to these features that we rarely reflected on how essential
they are in our day to day lives. When we add two numbers we are confident
that the result we get will not change with time. Thus if we have three
sweets and then get two more we know we have five sweets. If we leave the
sweets in a box and find that there are only two left in the box the next
day we immediately conclude that someone has removed three sweets. We
do not for a moment consider the possibility that the the number five itself
has become two spontaneously overnight. By using this simple property of
counting namely the number we get by counting things does not change a
magic trick can be performed.
Start with a pack of cards. The pack has 52 cards. 26 are black, 26 are
red. These two numbers cannot change. Now ask a friend to split the cards
into two roughly equal piles. Ask the friend to carefully count and tell you
the number of cards in one pile. Suppose he tells you that the pile on the
left has 23 cards. You then say that by magic you will make number of red
3

cards in one pack be exactly equal to the number of black cards in the other
pile. You then wave your hands and move three cards to the pile of cards on
the left so that now both piles have exactly 26 cards. Your friend is asked to
check and will find that your magic has worked!
The reason for this is that if rL , bL are the number of red and black cards
in the pile on the left and rR , bR are the number of red and black cards in
the right pile then we must have:
rL + bL = 26
rL + rR = 26
That is the total number of cards on the left pile is 26 and the total number
of red cards between the two piles must add up to 26. These numbers cannot
change. To repeat: we have only used the fact that the pile on the left has
26 cards and that the total number of red cards in the pack is 26. Writing
rL = 26 − rR and substituting this in rL + bL = 26 we get
bL = rR
In words the number of red cards in one pile must be exactly equal to the
number of black cards in the other pile. The pattern of adding numbers is all
that has been used. The fact that the sum of numbers do not change can thus
lead to interesting consequences. Here we have used symbols and equations
which we will discuss thoroughly in the next chapter. But I hope the idea
that numbers add up to results that do not change has been clarified. It is a
powerful idea. It is a pattern or rule followed by numbers. There are other
well known patterns. For instance given one number there is number bigger
than it. This gives a pattern as it tells us that numbers do not end, there is no
biggest number and that numbers can be arranged in order. For example we
can place bigger numbers to the right of smaller numbers. This pattern is true
for all numbers. Which means if we pick any two numbers that are different
we know which number is bigger and which number is the smaller of the two.
These two examples tell us something true for all numbers. There are also
patterns that are true only some numbers. Here is an example. Consider the
number 6. This number has exactly three factors, namely the numbers 1,2
and 3. Factors of 6 are numbers that divide 6 without any remainder. Now
we point out something rather curious. If these three factors 1,2,3 of 6 are
added up we get 6 back again. Thus 6 has this curious property which, for
instance , the number 4 does not have. The factors of 4 are 1 and 2. But
when these factors are added up we do not get 4 but 3. The next number
with this curious property is 28. Let us check. The number 28 has factors
1, 2, 4, 7, and 14 only. Again these factors add to 28. Numbers of this
4

kind are called Perfect Numbers. They are special. Mathematicians asked
are there more numbers with this property? Are there only a finite number
of such numbers ? They were thus looking for a pattern for these special
Perfect Numbers. Euclid of Alexandria, the same man who wrote books on
geometry, showed that there are infinte number of even perfect numbers. He
even wrote down a formula for even Perfect numbers but he could not find
a single odd number which was Perfect. Perhaps odd numbers cannot be
Perfect but no one has yet been able to give a proof. It is a conjecture. you
might like to look up Euclid’s formula.
Patterns are also present in geometry which mathematicians have studied. For instance there are special triangles whose three sides have the same
length. These are called equilateral triangles. Mathematicians wanted to
know if it is possible to draw figures which have more than three equal sides.
The answer is yes. The first one after the triangle is a square. The question
was are there an unlimited number of symmetric two dimensional shapes all
of whose sides are the same ? The answer they again found was Yes there can
be symmetric shapes with an arbitrary number of sides of the same length.
After this mathematicians asked: can each of these symmetric shapes be
glued together to get a closed surface, like the surface of a sphere? The rule
was you were only allowed to use one of the possible shapes. You could not
mix them up and use different shapes. Thus if you started with triangles
you could only use triangles, if you started with squares you could only use
squares and so on. This time the answer to the question was No there were
only 5 possible symmetric shapes that could be constructed. An example
of such a surface is the cube which has 6 identical square faces. Again this
pattern was spotted and proved by clever Mr Euclid of Alexandria. From
these examples you can see that patterns are present in mathematics and
that mathematicians like to study and analyse these patterns.
It thus slowly become clear that the presence of patterns really underpin
both the science of numbers and the science of geometry and that the real job
of mathematics was to solve problems by discovering the underlying pattern
present in a problem and then to find a method for solving problems with
that specific underlying pattern present. Thus the Greek mathematician
Apollonius studied the property of shapes that one could get by slicing a
cone by a plane in different ways. He was studying patterns. One thousand
eight hundred years later Kepler in Germany used the results of Apollonius to
understand the way planets move. Kepler was able to spot that the patterns
studied by Apollonius were exactly the patterns present in the observations
of Tycho Brahe on planets. Once this idea that mathematics is the science
of studying patterns became established the importance of mathematics also
became clear. This is because patterns are everywhere. There are patterns in
5

medicine, in physics, in music, in poetry, in art. So that if a mathematician,
as in the case of Apollonius, works out how to solve problems with a specific
pattern present and this pattern is spotted in a specific subject area, as in
the case of Kepler, then the mathematician’s work would be of great help.
This is exactly what happened to Kepler. This also happened to Einstein.
Einstein wanted to understand planetary motion using ideas of geometry. He
was able to come up with his General Theory of Relativity using the patterns
of geometry studied 60 years earlier by Riemann.
This is one of the reasons why mathematics is studied and why it is useful.
The main reason, of course, why everyone is taught mathematics, is so that
they can carry out simple calculations needed to buy and sells things, pay
taxes and manage their day to day economic affairs. The existence of the
important pattern spotting, inventive and analysing face of mathematics,
however, explains why new ways of using mathematics in unexpected areas
emerge. This can happen when clever people thinking hard about a problem
in their area of interest suddenly spot a pattern which mathematicians may
have already analysed as in the case of Kepler and Apollonius . In Kepler
case using the results of Apollonius revolutionised physics. Patterns are
everywhere. There are patterns inside the atom, in the way stars clump,
in the way storms evolve, in the way diseases spread and even in the way
accidents happen and human beings are good at spotting patterns. Human
beings also love to solve puzzles. We are thus all born mathematicians! It
can also be said that another reason why mathematical ideas are useful in
different areas comes from the fact mathematics is based on numbers and
space both of which play an important role all areas of science.
Now that the true nature of mathematics has been revealed our next
step is to start learning the subject. Where should we start? As numbers
are an essential part of mathematics let us start our study of mathematics
by examining the properties of numbers. This means understanding and
learning the way numbers combine, how these rules were established and
then learning how to confidently carry out calculations with numbers. This
part of mathematics goes under the name of Arithmetic. As we do this you
should try to spot new patterns when they appear. You should also remember
that these first steps, which sometimes might seem uninteresting, are really
taking you through the gateway into the world of mathematics. You are
taking the first steps on the way to learning the code for understanding and
analysing the universe.
We start at the very beginning. We start with counting. It is essential for
everyone to know how to deal with numbers, how to add subtract multiply
and divide them and how to work with fractions without this knowledge
we will not be able to buy or sell things confidently and we will then most
6

certainly will not be understand the universe. Thus we spend some time
going over these basics. Most of what we say at the start you know very well
but there is no harm in going over these familiar matters. Doing this puts
us at ease and we might enjoy seeing how by following certain patterns of
thought the rich landscape of numbers slowly emerges until its full glory is
revealed.
Let us make a few general practical remarks before we go into details. For
dealing with very large or very small numbers we will see that the method
of using indices is essential. These good ways to work with numbers took
time to developed. Clever ways which we use all the time emerged slowly.
One crucial clever step was to realise that all numbers that can be counted
could be written down using just nine numbers and the symbol zero. We use
this method all the time. Thus when we write 2345 we have a large number
but we did not have to invent new symbols to write it down. We just used
numbers 2,3,4,and 5. The trick was to make the place occupied by a number
important. Thus 2 at the start stands for two thousand, 3 in the middle for
three hundred, 4 after the 3 stands for forty while 5 at the end just stands
for 5. This method of writing down numbers came to Europe from India via
Baghdad and Italy. Before that there were different symbols for hundred,
thousand and so on. For instance the Romans used X for ten C for hundred
and M for a thousand. One thousand one hundred and ten would be written
as M CX . Adding and subtraction could be handeled but multiplying and
dividing were very difficult operations.
Another important step in mathematics was to use special symbols for
the operations of adding +, subtracting −, multiplying × and dividing ÷
rather than describing these operations using words. These symbols evolved
and were used routinely in Europe only by the middle of the seventeenth
century. It took a long time for Negative numbers to be accepted in Europe.
The introduction of symbols in mathematics was a very important step
as it was an excellent way to compressed information. Thus using symbols
instead of saying“Add Five and Two to get Seven” we could just write:
5+2=7
In this sense mathematics is a language. For this reason learning mathematics
is a bit like learning a new language. the more you use the language the more
fluent you become.
We now get down to details and discuss the rules of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, the very useful notions of fractions and indices.
Our aim is to show how starting from counting objects the abstract idea of
numbers, fractions, irrational numbers and even complex numbers emerge
simply by following patterns.
7

This is a voyage of discovery. It is an account of the way ideas evolved.
We hope that as you progress you realise that mathematics is essential for
every day life.
We hope too that you realise that although many very clever people
from all over the world –Pythagoras, Euclid, Archimedes, Brahmagupta,
al-Kwarizmi, Fermat, Newton, Euler, Gauss, Ramanujan, to name a few –
contributed to its development, mathematics is built into ALL humans. All
societies have a concept of numbers, a way of counting, methods of addition,
and so on. Learning mathematics in therefore not only the key to understanding how the world works, it also allows us some insight into what it
means to be human.

1.1

Getting to know Counting Numbers

Numbers show up in counting. These are the COUNTING NUMBERS 1,
2, 3, . . .. When we count, we deal with specific objects like oranges, apples,
money, etc. We notice that if we had, for instance, five oranges and we add
three more oranges to them, the total number of oranges we should have is
5 oranges + 3 oranges = 8 oranges.
We also notice that if we had started with six oranges and had added two
more oranges to them, we would have 6 oranges + 2 oranges = 8 oranges.
Or if we started with four oranges and added four more oranges to them we
would have 4 oranges + 4 oranges = 8 oranges. We also know that if we
started with five apples rather then oranges and added three more apples
to them we would have: 5 apples + 3 apples = 8 apples. These are simple
examples of counting and adding which you know very well.
The important lesson is that when we count in real life we count oranges
or apple or cars or people, but when we do mathematics, we realize that if
we count and add oranges, apple or people, all that matters are the numbers
that are present, since
5 oranges + 3 oranges
5 apples + 3 apples
5 people + 3 people
5 cars + 3 cars

=
=
=
=

8
8
8
8

oranges,
apples,
people,
cars.

Therefore, we simply write 5 + 3 = 8.
This is a big step! We have left the real world and entered the world of
mathematics. We say 5 and 3 added gives 8. We also notice that 8 is equal
8

to 5 plus 3, and so we can also write 8 = 5 + 3. Even further, we notice that
8 is equal to all of the combinations of integers
8
8
8
8
8

=
=
=
=
=

7+1
6+2
5+3
4+4
6+1+1

We can even say “8 is eight ones added together: 8 = 1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1.”
These different ways of writing 8 are called “equations”. An “equation” tells
us that two things are equal. We can thus start with the number 1 and define
2=1+1
3=2+1=1+1+1
4=3+1=1+1+1+1
5=4+1=1+1+1+1+1

“two ones”,
“three ones”,
“four ones”,
“five ones”,

and so on. The numbers do not stop. Given any number, by adding one
to it we get the NEXT NUMBER. Because we can do this forever, we say
there are an infinite number of numbers. At the start we know the names
of numbers. For instance we know that 101 is one hundred and one, 102
= 101+1, the number following, is one hundred and two. Similarly, 1001,
one thousand and one, will have 1002 = 1001 +1, one thousand and two,
following it.
But soon we run into difficulty. In our examples our starting number
had a name which we know, one hundred and one or one thousand and one.
We might not know the name of the number 100,000,000,000,000,0001. Or
we might know the name of a very large number, but find it is difficult to
write in numbers: an example is a GOOGOL, which is a one followed by one
hundred zeros. We constantly come across large numbers.
To deal with numbers that are very, very big, we need to come up with
a good method which is easy to use. For example, the stars in a galaxy, the
number of atoms in the sun or the number of people on earth, and so on. To
do this, we need to stop using names, and estimate the large numbers using
symbols. We will discuss how this is done in our section on indices.

1.2

Addition and A Giant Step

We now make an important observation: we note that 5 + 3 = 3 + 5 = 8,
i.e. if we add 5 to 3 we get 8, and if we add 3 to 5 we get 8. In other words, if
9

two numbers are added together, the order in which they are added does not
matter. This is called the COMMUTATIVE RULE OF ADDITION, and we
can write this as
a+b = b+a
where a and b are any two counting numbers. This way of writing a rule for
all counting numbers is another GIANT STEP in mathematics.

1.3

Multiplication

Multiplication of counting number is repeated addition. Let us look at an
example.
When we write 5 × 3, we mean “5 multiplied by 3”. (This is also sometimes written as 5 · 3.) This is shorthand for saying, “add 5 three times” i.e.
5 × 3 = 5 + 5 + 5 = 15. Similarly, 3 × 5 (“3 multiplied by 5”) means add
3 five times i.e. 3 × 5 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 15. These two expressions
are equal: 3 × 5 = 5 × 3. This is a rule of multiplication which you know,
called the COMMUTATIVE RULE OF MULTIPLICATION, which may be
stated as
a×b = b×a
where a and b are any two counting numbers. Again we have written down
a rule which will work for any two counting number a and b – a GIANT
mathematical step.

1.4

Numbers and Geometry

Let us try to understand numbers and the operation of addition and multiplication using geometry. Once we do this the rules described will be easily
understood. The picture will also allow us to discuss subtraction and division. At the HEART OF THE MOST ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL
IDEAS are two things: counting and geometry. When these two are combined, many new frontiers of mathematics emerge. For instance, the fact
that three-dimensional spaces are very intricate with tantalizing features .
Thus, our elementary presentation starts us off on an exciting journey of
understanding. We now show how geometry helps us understand numbers.

10

2
2.1

The Number Line
Addition and Multiplication

Let us draw a line and pick a point – the “origin” – on the line. We then
make a point to the right of this point and called the point “1”. We suppose
1 is one unit distance from the ORIGIN. It could be 1 inch:

Thus the number 1 is represented by a point on a line. One UNIT of
distance from the ORIGIN. Once we have done this we can mark off points
2, 3, 4, . . . by “adding” 1 as shown:

“Adding one” means moving to the higher by one unit length. Thus, 2
= 1 + 1 is obtained by starting from 1 and moving a distance of one UNIT
to the right of 1. Similarly, 3 = 2 + 1 is obtained by starting from 2 and
moving a distance of one UNIT to the right of 2. In this way of counting,
numbers are represented by points on a line, and adding one to a number
11

“a” is geometrically represented by moving one step to the right of “a” on
the number line. This gives the new number “a + 1”.
If we want to add two numbers “5” and “3”, the geometrical picture tells
us what this means:
5 + 3
is the point obtained by starting from “5” and moving “3” UNITS to the
right of “5”. Similarly, 3 + 5 is the point obtained by starting from “3” and
moving “5” UNITS to the right of “3” . Thus, we have:

We now have a picture explaining why
3+5=5+3 = 8
From this picture it is clear that if we want to calculate 2 + 149, we have
to start at the point 2 units to the right of the origin and move 149 steps
to the right from there (a long distance), while 149 + 2 means start at the
point representing 149 and simply move 2 more steps to the right (a short
distance).

2.2

Subtraction and Division

We now look at the operation of subtraction and division on counting numbers. These are the integers 1,2,3,.... Adding two such integers gives an
integer. Multiplying two such integers gives another integer on the list. But
when we carry out the inverse operations then this might not be the case.
For instance if we subtract 5 from 3 then the answer is the negative number
-2 which is not a counting number. Similarly if we divide 5 by 3 then we get
the fraction 53 which is not a counting number.
12

Thus if want to be able to always subtract one number from another or
divide one number by another then we have to introduce negative numbers,
fractions and the number zero.
As this is an important point let us examine it a bit more. We start with
SUBTRACTION: consider 5 - 3. In words, we can again look at five oranges.
Three are removed – “subtracted” – and we are left with 5 - 3 = 2 oranges.
Thus we write the mathematical equation
5−3 = 2
What happens when we have 5 - 5? We all know the answer: if there are five
oranges and all five are removed (subtraction), then there are NO oranges
left. We say there are ZERO oranges and write 5 - 5 = 0. ZERO is not
something you can count. It has the magical property that if we add zero or
subtract zero from a number, the number remains the same, i.e.
a+0 = a
a−0 = a
Zero was an IDEA which changed the course of mathematics. The clever
Greek mathematicians had this idea, and it was also used by the Babylonians.
However, its systematic use came from India. Using zero, we can write large
and small numbers very easily: large numbers can be written by putting in
more zeros to the right: 100, 1000, 10000, 100000, . . . while small numbers
can be written as decimals which used one tenth, one one hundredth etc
where zero is placed before a number ie .1,.01,.001,... (The Roman way of
writing numbers used letters for ten (X), one hundred (C), one thousand (M)
and so on. Learning addition, subtraction, multiplication and division this
way was VERY difficult!)
What actually happens when we subtract a number from another? Using
the NUMBER LINE, we can understand: to add 3 to 5 we had to move three
steps to the RIGHT of 5. To subtract 3 from 5 means again moving three
steps, but this time to the LEFT, to give 2:
Thus, the geometrical RULE of subtraction is simple: to subtract 3 from
5 to get 5 − 3, start at the point “5” and simply move 3 units to the LEFT
of “5” to get the number a − b.
This also tells us what happens when we try to subtract a LARGER
number from a SMALLER number, like 5 - 8. What is this number? It is
simply the number eight steps to the LEFT of 5, or three steps to the left
of 0. Such numbers are called NEGATIVE numbers, so the result of 5 - 8
is “negative three”, which is written -3. So, in general, the negative number
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−b is simply the point “b” steps to the left of the point which represents the
ZERO.
One interesting geometrical consequence of this construction is that 5-3
represents the distance between the point 5 and the point 3. This suggests
that 5-(-3) is the distance between 5 and -3. But the point -3 is three units
to the left of the origin while 5 is five units to the right of the origin. The
distance between these two points is thus 8. If we require 5 − (−3) = 8 we
must set −(−3) = +3. Which implies that (−1)(−1) = +1. We will come
across this rule from another angle shortly.
2.2.1

Division

DIVISION is the inverse of multiplication. Just like multiplication is repeated addition, division is repeated subtraction. Thus, 10 ÷ 5 tells us how
many fives fit into ten. The number is two. On the other hand adding five
twice which is the same as multiplying five twice gives ten. Thus division is
the inverse of multiplication. Since if multiplying five twice gives ten then
dividing ten by five gives two which tells us how many times five was multiplied to get ten. Geometrically division of a by b means represents breaking
up the number a into “chunks” of equal size b. Thus, 10 ÷ 5 means we break
up 10 into chunks of size 5. The answer is there are two chunks of size 5 in
10. While multiplication of 5 to get 10 means adding 5 twice to get 10 Thus,
to repeat, Division is the INVERSE OF MULTIPLICATION.
Note, however, that division of any number by zero is not allowed. The
division by zero is not well defined as it does not give any finite number. It
corresponds to breaking up the given number into chunks of zero size which
is not a well defined operation.
We have seen that the numbers 0 and 1 are special, so we now list their
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special properties: for addition and multiplication,
1×a=a×1 = a
0×a=a×0 = 0
0+a=a+0 = a
and for subtraction and division,
a÷1
0÷a
a−0
0−a

=
=
=
=

a
0
a
−a

Note that we always exclude dividing by zero.
One VERY important fact to remember: although addition and multiplication are COMMUTATIVE, subtraction and division are NOT. In other
words, 4 + 2 = 2 + 4, but 4 - 2 does NOT equal 2 - 4. 4 - 2 = 2, but 2 - 4
is the number that is four steps to the left of 2, namely, -2. And 2 is not the
same as -2. Similarly, although 4 × 2 = 2 × 4, 4 ÷ 2 is NOT 2 ÷ 4: 4 may
be broken into two chunks of size 2, so 4 ÷ 2 = 2. However, how do we break
2 up into chunks of size 4? We certainly don’t get two of them, because two
chunks of size 4 gives 8. So 2 ÷ 4 is not 2. It is a fraction. We will discuss
fractions shortly.
So we must remember that the order in which you add or multiply is not
important, but the order in which we subtract or divide is.
2.2.2

Negative and Positive Numbers on the Number Line

We have described how numbers can be represented as points on a line (the
number line). Positive numbers are points on the line to the right of zero,
and the negative numbers are the points to the left of zero. Thus the positive
and negative integers progress in steps of equal size to the right and left as
shown below. Geometry and arithmetic are linked.
We have to understand how the operations of arithmetic fit into this
picture. Our first step is to introduce the idea of ORDERING, i.e. to find a
method of deciding if a number is bigger than or less than another number.
For positive numbers, it is clear five is greater than four, written 5 > 4, since
5 = 4 + 1; it is a bigger number than 4. From the picture we see that 5
is further to the right of the origin than 4. Indeed, bigger numbers are to
the RIGHT of smaller numbers, and smaller numbers are to the LEFT of
bigger numbers. We will use this geometrical rule to extend order negative
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numbers. Since all negative numbers are to the left of all postive numbers the
geometrical rule tells us that all negative numbers are less than all positive
numbers, as they are to the left of all positive numbers. Also, notice that the
“more negative” a number is, the further it is to the left of the origin, and
the smaller it is. Thus, from the picture

we can read off the following: -1 is less than 1 (written -1 < 1), as -1 is
to the left of 1; -2 < -1, since -2 is further to the left than -1 is; -100 < -1
because -100 is further to the left than -1 is; and so on.
2.2.3

Notation and Summary

We have thus introduced the idea of ordering using the number line (“bigger
than”> and “less than”<). Thus, given two numbers, we can immediately
decide which one is bigger. The notation used is 5 > 4 (five is greater than
4) or 4 < 5 (4 is less than 5) and 5 = 5 (5 is equal to 5).
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The idea of ordering has many practical uses. For example, when you
compare expenditure and income, you want to make expenditure small and
income large. Expenditure has to be less than the total capital available for a
profitable company! These ideas are at the centre of a branch of mathematics
called linear programming.

2.3
2.3.1

Arithmetic on the Number Line
Addition and Subtraction

Consider 5 - 3 = 2. In terms of number line we can think of this as follows:
“5” means take five steps to the right of the origin and “-3” means three
steps to the left of the origin. Then “5 - 3” means: first take five steps to
the right of the origin, stop, and then take three steps to the left. We end at
the number that is two steps to the right of the origin namely at the number
“2”.

The key idea used is that positive and negative numbers are points on
the number line. Thus, they have a geometric meaning of being points a
certain number of steps in a certain direction. For positive numbers, the
movement is the right. For negative numbers, the movement is to the left.
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This view also tells us something unexpected: SUBTRACTING a number
from another is the same as ADDING its negative! “5-3” means to go five
steps right, then three steps left. But “(-3)+5” means to go three steps left
and then five steps right. Either way, we end up two steps to the right of the
origin, at 2. Thus, a − b = a + (−b) = (−b) + a.
To illustrate still further, let us consider another example: note that when
we compute 5 - 3 + 2, the order of addition and subtraction does not matter.
We arrive at the number 4 no matter what. In terms of number line, we are
instructed to move five steps to the right, then move three steps to the left
and finally move 2 steps to the right, to end at the number 4. We could have
chosen to do this as -3 + 5 + 2, namely, to move three steps left, then five
steps right, then two steps right; we’d still arrive at 4.

2.3.2

Multiplication of Positive and Negative Numbers

Let us look at 5 and multiply it by -1. If we do so, we get -5. Thus, pictorially,
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We see the operation of multiplication of a positive number by -1 puts a
minus-sign in front, and “reflects” the number about the origin as shown in
the figure. We conclude that (-1) × (+1) = (-1) as the positive number (+1)
multiplied by (-1) becomes (-1).
Next, (+5) multiplied by (+1) is +5. Thus, (+1) × (+1) = (+1). Similarly (+1) × (-5) = (-5). This is because multiplying a negative number by
+1 does not change it, as any number multiplied by +1 leaves the number
unchanged.
Finally we look at (-1) × (-5): we found that multiplication by (-1) could
be interpreted as a reflection about the origin. If (-5) is reflected about the
origin, it becomes (+5). Thus, (-1) × (-1)=(+1).

Summary of the rule of signs:
(+) × (+)
(+) × (−)
(−) × (+)
(−) × (−)
(−)n
(−)n

=
=
=
=
=
=

(+)
(−)
(−)
(+)
(+) n even
(−) n odd

These rules mean that when two numbers with signs are multiplied we
simply multiply the number and determine the sign using the rule. Thus,
5 × 5 = (+5) × (+5) = (+)(+)25 = (+)25 = 25
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5 × (−5) = (+5) × (−5) = (+)(−)25 = (−)25 = −25
−5 × 5 = (−5) × (+5) = (−)(+)25 = (−)25 = −25
−5 × −5 = (−5) × (−5) = (−)(−)25 = (+)25 = 25
The same rules apply for DIVISION as well: a positive number divided by a
negative number yields a negative number, a negative number divided by a
positive number is negative while a negative number divided by a negative
number is positive. Thus
10 ÷ −5 = −2
−10 ÷ 5 = −2
−10 ÷ −5 = +2
We can also give a useful ”Sign Rule“ for adding numbers which have
different signs. Suppose in such a problem there are n numbers a1 , a2 , ..an
which are positive and m numbers b1 , b2 , ..bm that are negative then to work
out the problem we
1. First add all the positive terms ie Σai = A
2. Then sum all the negative terms ie Σbi + B
3. then work out A − B = C. C is the answer we want.
Let us look at an example

2.4

Example

Determine
12 − 7 + 5 + 2 + 3 − 6 − 4
We first pick the positive terms and add them ie
12 + 5 + 2 + 3 = 22
Next we add all the negative terms ie
7 + 6 + 4 = 17
Finally we subtract the sum of negative terms from the sum of the positive
terms to get the answer we want ie
22 − 17 = 5
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2.4.1

Geometry of Multiplication

A RECTANGLE (say, a plot of land) has a width a and a length b; what is
its AREA? It is a × b, or, using the “dot notation”, a · b.
To repeat: we can think of a · b in the first picture as the area of a
rectangle of width a and length b, while in the second picture b · a is the
area of a rectangle with width b and length a. But geometrically, these two
rectangles have the same area: the second rectangle by a rigid rotation can
be turned into the first rectangle. Thus we can understand why we have the
rule a · b = b · a. This is a powerful RULE for simplifying calculations. For
example,
2 · 149
means add 2 to itself one hundred and forty-nine times. However, this is the
same as 149 · 2,meaning to add 149 to itself twice, which is easier. When
a COMPUTER is used to multiply INTEGERS it uses this rule reversal to
speed things up. Although we knew this before, we now have a GEOMETRICAL explanation for the COMMUTATIVE RULE of MULTIPLICATION.
2.4.2

The Distributive and the Associative Laws

Using these pictures we can understand another important property of numbers, namely the DISTRIBUTIVE LAW: a · (b + c) = a · b + a · c. This means
that the product of a with b + c is exactly equal to the product of a and b
added to the product of a and c.
This VERY IMPORTANT RULE is used constantly, as in these examples:
5 · (3 + 2) = 5 · 5 = 25
5 · 3 + 5 · 2 = 15 + 10 = 25
⇒ 5 · (3 + 2) = 5 · 3 + 5 · 2
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Let us understand this by drawing a picture:

Thus, a · (b + c) and a · b + a · c are equal. The distributive law is
EXTREMELY USEFUL for doing calculations. Let us give some examples.
Suppose you want to multiply
99 × 99
You can, of course, use a calculator but if you do that all the time you will
never get to know numbers well enough to use them with confidence. By
using the distributive rule you will understand that numbers can be written
in different ways, they have multiple personalities! Let us return to our
problem and rewrite our problem as
99 × (100 − 1)
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where we use the fact that 99 = 100 − 1 Now we have
99 × (100 − 1) = 99 × 100 − 99 × 1
where we have used the distribution rule. But 99×100 = 9900 Subtracting 99
from it is the same as subtracting 100 from 9900 and then adding 1. Writing
out these steps we have
9900 − 99 = 9900 − 100 + 1
= 9800 + 1
= 9801
the point of the calculation was to show that by breaking up numbers calculations can be simplified. Let us look at another example. Suppose we
just remember the 2× table and need to work out 9 × 8. We again use the
distributive rule and proceed as follows
9×8 =
=
=
=

9 × (2 + 2 + 2 + 2)
18 + 18 + 18 + 18
36 + 36
72

We used the fact that 2 × 4 = 8 ,then used the distribution rule and finallly
added the number 18 four times in steps of two. There are, of course other
ways of simplying the problem. For instance we could do the calculation
faster as follows
9 × 8 = (10 − 1) × 8
= 80 − 8
= 72
Here we wrote 9 = 10−1 and then used the distribution rule. As multiplying
by 10 is easy this method was faster.
We next state the ASSOCIATIVE LAW of multiplication and addition:
if any three numbers are multiplied, the way in which they are multiplied
does not matter. Similarly, if three numbers are added, the way the numbers
are added does not matter. In other words, when we calculate 2 + 3 + 5,
we may add 2 and 3 first, then 5. This is written as (2 + 3) + 5, and gives
5 + 5 = 10. But we may also choose to add 3 and 5 first, then 2: 2 + (3 +
5) = 2 + 8 = 10. We ALWAYS obtain the same result no matter the order
in which we choose to do the addition. The same is true of multiplication.
These laws are written as
a · (b · c) = (a · b) · c = a · b · c
a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c = a + b + c
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2.5

A Little Digression: A Curious Fact

Consider any three digit number. For instance 231, or 457 or 826. Next
write the number twice ie 231 becomes 231231, 457 becomes 457457 ans so
on. Now we claim that any three digit number when written twice is always
divisible by 7,11 and 13. Here is the reason: Let us consider 231231. We
write
231231 = 231000 + 231 = 231(1000 + 1) = 231 × 1001
But 1001 = 7 × 11 × 13 thus all three digit numbers have this property. This
is an amusing pattern present for all three digit integers.

3

Integers and Fractions

So far, we have been working with particular types of numbers, namely, the
counting numbers 1,2,3,..., their negative versions -1,-2,-3,... and zero. When
we put these on the number line, we find the positive counting numbers can
be found a whole number of unit steps to the RIGHT of zero, and the negative
numbers a whole number of unit steps to the LEFT. All of these numbers
together are known as the INTEGERS: 1, 0, -33, 712, -1000... these are all
integers.
The rules of addition, subtraction and multiplication we have just introduced all take two integers and give another one back. For example, 1 + 14
= 15; all three numbers are integers. 12 - (-8) = 20 and (-3) · 6 = -18 are
also expressions involving only integers.
Often, when we divide one counting number by another, we get a counting
number back; for example, 6 ÷ 3 = 2. When this is the case, we often use the
words “DIVISIBLE” and “FACTOR”. A counting number is DIVISIBLE by
another if dividing the first by the second gives a counting number, and the
second is then called a FACTOR of the first. So 6 is DIVISIBLE by 3, and
3 is a FACTOR of 6.
But a counting number divided by another does not always give back
another counting number. For example, although 6 ÷ 3 gives the counting
number 2, 3 ÷ 6 does NOT give a counting number; 3 is NOT divisible by 6.
An example of dividing three by six is to share three bars of chocolate with
six people. So what sort of number is 3 ÷ 6? It is a fraction. It’s the number
that, when multiplied by 6, gives 3. But because 3 is smaller than 6, this
number must be LESS THAN 1. Therefore, it lies between 0 and 1 on the
number line. Thus we find that there are numbers OTHER than the integers
on the number line, and we must now take a closer look at what they are.
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3.1

Fractions as Division by Counting Numbers

What happens when we divide a SMALLER number by a BIGGER number?
Consider 1 ÷ 4 (“one divided by four”). This division does not give a counting
number. The result of this calculation answers the question, “what number
added four times to itself is equal to 1?” Here we have focused on division
as the INVERSE of multiplication. But there is no counting number with
this property! The counting or natural numbers are 1, 2, 3, 4, . . ., so we
are thus led by the logic of mathematics to introduce NONINTEGERS i.e.
FRACTIONS, so that division of one integer number by another (nonzero)
integer number can always be carried out. We write 1 ÷ 4 = 1/4 = 14 and
call this fraction “one-fourth” or “one-quarter”. We require
1 1 1 1
+ + +
= 1
4 4 4 4
Similarly, 1 ÷ 2 =

1
2

(“one-half”) and we require
1 1
+
= 1
2 2

as “1 ÷ 2” indicates we are looking for the number which, added to itself
twice, is 1. Similarly, 1 ÷ 3 = 31 ,means we are looking for a number which
added thrice is 1 ie,
1 1 1
+ + =1
3 3 3
Fractions are very useful. They first showed up when people wanted to divide
land. For instance a parent with three children might like to give each child
a third of the land which is a fraction.. Later when people statred to trade
with different countries and make large profits many wanted to get a share
of the profit. They invested in buying the goods to be traded and asked for a
share of the profits. Someone might invest half of all the money used to buy
the goods and would ask to get 40% of the profits which is again a fraction.
Fractions are often represented as pie charts:
Half of 1 i.e. is one of the two equal pieces into which the pie has been
sliced. Thus, if we want to divide 1 by a number p, we simply think of the
fraction as one slice of a pie cut into p equal pieces.
A general fraction is written as p/q, where p is called the NUMERATOR
and q is called the DENOMINATOR. Example: 2/3 means to take two pieces
of a pie that has been cut into three equal pieces. 4/3 means to take four
such pieces, i.e. one full pie and one-third of another pie cut into three equal
pieces.
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Thus, for p less than q, we take p pieces of a pie cut into q equal pieces.
For p greater than q, we will have a whole number of pies PLUS a number
of additional pieces.
But some fractions are EQUIVALENT to each other. For example, three
slices of a pie cut into six equal pieces is half a pie. But so are two slices of
a pie cut into four equal parts. And so is a single slice of a pie cut into two
equal parts. Since all of these are half a pie, we see that
2
1
3
=
=
6
4
2
so these three fractions are all EQUIVALENT; they are different ways of
writing the same number, one-half. So whenever we have a fraction, we
always try to write it in LOWEST FORM, i.e. as an equivalent fraction pq
where p and q are the SMALLEST POSSIBLE counting numbers. So the
example shows that the lowest forms of 36 and 42 are both 12 , and that 21 is
already in lowest form.
Finally, note that because we use the SMALLEST counting numbers
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when we write a fraction in lowest form, there is only ONE way to express
a fraction in lowest form. The number “one-half” has the UNIQUE lowest
form 12 , “negative two-sevenths” has the UNIQUE lowest form − 27 , and so
on.
One useful fact coming from this is
1
p
=
= 1
p
1
for ANY nonzero p. This is because p slices of a pie cut into p pieces is the
whole pie!

3.2

Adding Fractions

We start with two examples:
1
1
+
4
4
1
1
+
2
3
In the first example, 14 means to take one piece of a pie cut into four equal
pieces. To add 14 to 14 , we take TWO pieces of a pie cut into four equal pieces.
Since this give us HALF of the original pie, 41 + 14 = 12 :
We can carry out this calculation without drawing pictures:
1 1
1
2
+ =2×
=
4 4
4
4
We see here a RULE for adding fractions: if we add the fraction 1q to itself p
times, this is multiplication by p, namely, p × 1q . Our example above shows
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that the answer is the fraction pq . But we should always express our answer
in the lowest form, so since the lowest form of 24 is 12 , 14 + 14 = 12 .
We next turn to the second example:
1
1
+
2
3
The difficulty is that 12 is one piece of two equal pieces, while 13 is one piece
out of three equal pieces. It is not clear how they can add. The only way of
adding fractions we know is when we add p pieces of a pie cut into q equal
pieces; we have just seen that the answer to this is p/q.
The trick we used to solve this problem is to write 12 and 31 in terms of
equivalent fractions so that both of them involve taking slices from a pie cut
into the same number of equal pieces. We know 21 = 36 , three pieces from six.
But 31 = 62 , two slices from a pie cut into six pieces. Thus,
1 1
3 2
5
+ = +
=
2 3
6 6
6
The problem is solved, and we see the general RULE for adding fractions:
we want to calculate
p1
p2
+
q1
q2
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A straightforward way of solving this is to cut the pie into q1 · q2 equal pieces.
Because any fraction with the same numerator and denominator is 1, then
p1
p1 q2
p1 · q2
p1
=
·1=
·
=
q1
q1
q 1 q2
q1 · q2

(1)

The trick was to write both fractions as slices of a pie cut into q1 · q2 pieces.
In order to do this we multiplied pq11 by qq22 to get the EQUIVALENT FRACTION.
Since p1 slices of a pie cut into q1 pieces is the same amount as p1 · q2
slices of a pie cut into q1 · q2 pieces, pq11·q·q22 is equivalent to pq11 . Similarly, pq22
multiplied by qq11 gives the equivalent fraction pq22·q·q11 , p2 · q1 slices of a pie cut
into q1 · q2 pieces is the same amount of pie as p2 slices of a pie cut into q2
pieces. Now both fractions have been written as pieces from a pie which has
q1 · q2 equal pieces. Thus,
(p1 · q1 ) + (p2 · q1 )
p 1 p2
+
=
q1
q2
(q1 · q2 )

3.3

Subtraction of Fractions

Subtracting two fractions is very similar to adding them; once again we have
to compare pies cut into the SAME number of slices, and we again use the
equivalent fractions. In other words, we compute
p1
p2
−
q1
q2
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by using the fact that pq11 is p1 · q2 slices out of q1 · q2 and pq22 is p2 · q1 slices
out of q1 · q2 . Thus, we take p2 · q1 slices away from p1 · q2 and are left with
(p2 · q1 ) − (p1 · q2 ) slices. Since these are all that remain of the q1 · q2 slices,
we see that
(p1 · q1 ) − (p2 · q1 )
p1 p2
−
=
q1
q2
(q1 · q2 )

3.4

Multiplying Fractions

Anything multiplied by 1 is just itself, so 1 × 21 = 12 . But this is the same as
multiplying 1 by 21 , so multiplying by 21 is the same as slicing 1 in half.
Now look at 12 × 21 ; half a pie has to be halved again:

Now look at 13 × 21 ; now, one-third of a pie has to be halved.
So the simple rule of multiplication is
p1 p2
(p1 · p2 )
·
=
q1 q 2
(q1 · q2 )
or, “Multiply both the NUMERATORS and DENOMINATORS together to
get the product of two fractions.”

3.5

Division of Fractions

Finally we turn to division of fractions. Again start with 1 ÷ 12 . This tells us
how many half-pies are in a single whole pie.
Since two half-pies make up a whole pie, 1 ÷ 12 = 2. Next, we look at
1
÷ 12 ; how many half-pies are in a third of a pie? If we divide the half-pies
3
into three equal slices, then each slice is one-sixth of a full pie. This means
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we need TWO of them to make a third of a pie. Therefore, two out of the
three slices of the half-pie gives us a third of a pie. Mathematically,
1 1
2
÷
=
3 2
3
We can check the answer as follows: if 32 is the correct answer then multiplying
2
by 12 should give 13 . Our multiplication rule tells us that
3
2 1
(2 · 1)
2
· =
=
3 2
(3 · 2)
6
which is equivalent to 13 .
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Notice that 1 ÷ 21 = 1 · 2 and 31 ÷
for DIVISION OF FRACTIONS:

1
2

=

1
3

· 2. This tells us that the RULE

p1 p2
(p1 · q2 )
÷
=
q1
q2
(q1 · p2 )

3.6

Summary

As the rules for fractions are very important, let us write them all down
again:
(p · a)
p
=
for any a not equal to zero
q
(q · a)
p 1 p2
(p1 · q2 ) + (q2 · p2 )
+
=
q1
q2
(q1 · q2 )
p 1 p2
(p1 · q2 ) − (q2 · p2 )
−
=
q1
q2
(q1 · q2 )
(p1 · p2 )
p 1 p2
·
=
q1 q2
(q1 · q2 )
p 1 p2
(p1 · q2 )
÷
=
q1
q2
(q1 · p2 )

EQUIVALENCE:
ADDITION:
SUBTRACTION:
MULTIPLICATION:
DIVISION:

It might be easier to remember these rules by keeping in mind one simple
example. For instance
1
2

1. EQUIVALENCE
2. ADDITION

1
2

+

1
2

3. SUBTRACTION

=1
1
2

−

4. MULTIPLICATION
5. DIVISION

3.7

1
2

÷

1
2

2
4

=

1
2

1
2

=0

×

1
2

=

1
4

=1

Using HCF and LCM to add or subtract fractions

In order to speed up fraction calculations there are two useful tools. These
are the HCF, the highest common factor, of two numbers and the LCM,
the least common multiple of any collection of numbers. The HCF of two
numbers is the biggest number that exactly divides both numbers. Thus the
HCF of 4 and 12 is 4. As it is the largest number that divides both 4 and 12.
The LCM of a collection of numbers is the smallest number that is exactly
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divisible by all the numbers in the collection. Thus the LCM of 4 and 12 is
12. As 12 is the smallest number that can be divided by both 4 and 12. For
working with fractions using the HCF simplifies the fraction and brings it
down to an equivalent fraction with the smallest numerator and denominator
while the LCM simplifies expressions when fractions are added. The simplest
expression will be one where the denominator is the LCM.

3.8

Determining the HCF and LCM of two numbers

For two prime numbers the HCF is just one and the LCM is the product
of the two numbers. For non prime numbers the HCF can be bigger than
one and the LCM can be substantially smaller than the product of the two
numbers. We illustrate how the LCM and HCF can be calculated by looking
at the numbers 12 and 30. There are two steps. In the first step each number
is written as a product of its prime factors. Thus
12 = 22 × 3
30 = 2 × 3 × 5
The LCM is the product of the largest power of each prime factor present
in the factorisations given for both numbers. Thus we look at each prime
number present for both numbers and then pick the largest power of all prime
numbers present for both numbers. This gives
LCM = 22 × 3 × 5 = 60
While to calculate the HCF we again look at the prime factors of the numbers
but this time we take the product of the smallest prime factors powers that
are common to both numbers. Thus the HCF of 12 and 30 is
HCF = 2 × 3 = 6
Since 12 has 22 while 30 has 2 as a factoris the number 2 is the lowest factor
common to both . Again both 12 and 30 have 3 as a common factor while 5
is a factor for 30 but is not a factor 12. Thus the HCF is 6. Let us use this
. Cancelling the common factor of 6
information to simplify the fraction 12
30
we get
2
12
=
30
5
Using the HCF. While if these fractions were added the LCM would make
the denominator equal to 60 which is smaller than the product of 12 and 30
we would get by using the general formula for adding fractions given.
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Now that you have learned how to work with fractions you might to
understand the mathematics behind the following story: Once two friends,
one of whom was a mathematician, were travelling on one camel to the capital
of their country. On the way they stopped at a small town where they found
a group of three people with a large herd of camels arguing. They stopped
and ask them what was the problem. They were told that they were three
sons, and that their father had died recently leaving a camel herd which he
had said before he died was to be distributed so that the eldest son got half
of the camels, the next son got a third and the youngest son got one ninth.
As the number of camels was 35 they did not know how this could be done.
With the 35 camels the eldest was to get seventeen and a half camels, the
next eleven and two third camels and the youngest was to get three eight
ninth camels. They did not know what to do. They wanted to strictly follow
their fathers last wishes. The mathematician to the consternation of his
friend offered to solve the problem to the satisfaction of the sons by adding
their own camel to the herd. There were now 36 camels. Following their
fathers last wishes the eldest now got 18 camels, the next son got 12 camels
and the youngest got 4 camels. All received more than they had calculated.
When the distribution was made it was found that 2 camels were left over.
The sons thanked the mathematician and insisted that he take these two
camels. So the friends went off together. This time each on his own camel.
How could this happen?

4

Indices

A very powerful way of writing large and small numbers is by using INDICES.
An INDEX is simply a shorthand way of telling us how many times we
multiply a number by itself. For example, 23 , which is read as “two to the
power of three”, “two to the third power”, “the third power of two” or “two
cubed”, is just shorthand for 2·2·2, or 8. Similarly, 32 (“three to the power of
two”, “three squared”) is 3 · 3, or 9. Thus, an means multiplying the number
a with itself n times: an = a · a · . . . a · a. The number a is called the BASE
and n is called the INDEX, EXPONENT or POWER (all three terms mean
the same thing).
What is 22 times 23 ? It’s (2 · 2) · (2 · 2 · 2). But we know that the
order in which numbers are multiplied does not matter, so this is the same
number as 2 · 2 · 2 · 2 · 2, or 25 . To check, 22 = 4, 23 = 8 and 25 = 32, and
22 · 23 = 4 · 8 = 32 = 25 . This illustrates one of the RULES of INDICES,
which we state below:
am · an = am+n
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am ÷ an = am−n
(am )n = am·n
a0 = 1
Let us explain these rules
1. The first rule tells us that if a is multiplied by itself m times and separately multiplied by itself m times and these two numbers are multiplied
together the answer is the same as multiplying a by itself m + n times.
Thus 23 × 22 = 8 × 4 = 32 = 23+2 = 25 .
2. The second rule tells us that if a is multiplied by itself m times and
this number is divided by a multiplied by itself n times the answer is
the same as multiplying a by itself m − n times. In the special case
when n = m this gives an ÷ an = 1 = an−n = a0 which is the fourth
rule.Thus 23 ÷ 22 = 8 ÷ 4 = 2 = 23−2 = 2
3. The third rule tells us that a is multiplied by itself m times so that
am = A then A multiplied by itself n times is the same as a multiplied
by itself m.n times. Thus 23 × 23 = 8 × 8 = 64 = 23×2 = 26
Also, if b is not zero (“b 6= 0”), then
(a · b)n = an · bn
(a ÷ b)n = an ÷ bn
The example we mentioned above uses the first rule with a = 2, m = 2
and n = 3: an am = 22 · 23 = 22+3 = 25 . Suppose we use the second rule
with a = 3, m = 3 and n = 1: am ÷ an = am−n , so 33 ÷ 31 = 33−1 = 32 .
33 = 3 · 3 · 3 = 27, 31 = 3 and 32 = 3 · 3 = 9, and since 27 ÷ 3 = 9, the rule
gives the correct answer!
But what about NEGATIVE and FRACTIONAL indices? We know that
2
“2 ” tells us to multiply 2 by itself twice, but what does “2−1 ” mean? How do
we multiply 2 by itself NEGATIVE-ONE times? Or “21/2 ” – can we multiply
2 by itself HALF a time?
The rules above come to our rescue: according to them, 20 ÷ 21 = 20−1 =
−1
2 , so 2−1 is the number we get by dividing 20 by 21 . But 20 = 1 and
21 = 2, so 2−1 is 1 divided by 2, namely, 2−1 = 12 ! In fact, any number
to a NEGATIVE power is 1 divided by the number to a POSITIVE power:
a−m = 1/am .
Similarly, we can determine what 21/2 is: the rules tell us that
 1 2
1
2 2 = 2 2 ·2 = 21 = 2
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so 21/2 is the number
that, when
√
√ squared, gives 2. But this is simply the
square root of 2, 2, so 21/2 = 2. In general, if we √
take a number a to the
1
th
1/m
m
= a.
power m , we simply take the m root of a: a
Indices are useful because the number system we use is based on 10 – the
“decimal” system. (Computers use base 2 – the “binary” system.) Thus, any
number, say 231, is shorthand for 200+30+1 = 2·100+3·10+1 = 2×102 +3×
101 + 1 × 100 . One million can be written either as 1,000,000 or more simply
as 106 . Indices are very useful when we need to express very large numbers in
an easy-to-write way. For example, the number of stars in a typical galaxy is
around 1011 ; this way of expressing the number is much easier than writing a
one with eleven zeros after it. Also, the distance travelled by light in one year
is approximately one QUINTILLION centimeters, or a one with EIGHTEEN
zeros after it. But since we can get a quintillion by multiplying 10 by itself
eighteen times, this distance is much more easily expressed as 1018 cm.
Small numbers are also easily represented using indices. Remember that
a NEGATIVE index corresponds to dividing 1 by a POSITIVE index, so
10−1 = 1/10, or one-tenth. Similarly, one-one-hundredth is 1/100 = 10−2 .
Therefore, we can write SMALL numbers by using NEGATIVE powers of
10. We may make statements such as: the radius of a hydrogen atom is 10−9
cm, or a billionth of a centimetre. Learning to estimate sizes and time-scales
of physical and biological events can be done very efficiently using indices.
It is also useful to estimate answers in mathematics. It is thus important to
learn to use indices with confidence.

5
5.1

Real Numbers and Complex Numbers
The Real Numbers

Let us recap what has happened so far...
Starting from the COUNTING NUMBERS and the NUMBER LINE,
we found a way of doing ADDITION and MULTIPLICATION. We had to
include the idea of ZERO in order to allow the operation of subtraction to
be carried out between any two integers. We then found that in order to be
able to DIVIDE by nonzero integers in all cases, we needed FRACTIONS.
We then found rules that all these types of numbers follow. But are there
other types of numbers that follow these rules?
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5.1.1

The Rational Numbers

If p and q are counting numbers with p less than q, the fractions
the part of the number line between 0 and 1:

p
q

all lie in

From this we might conclude that all points on the real number line
correspond to fractions, i.e. given any point on the line there is a fraction pq
which it represents. The integers themselves are included; any integer n may
be written as the fraction n1 . And fractions whose denominator is greater
than the numerator lie between 0 and 1.
Furthermore, between any two fractions, there are more fractions. For
instance, between 1/8 and 1/4 we have 3/16, 5/32 and many, many more.
Thus, since fractions come from integers, such a picture would suggest that
geometry and integers are beautifully linked. Points (representing geometry)
also represent the RATIONAL NUMBERS, those numbers which can be
obtained by dividing one integer by another integer.
Alas, this beautiful picture is NOT TRUE. As shown by a student of the
Greek mathematician Pythagoras, there are points on the number line which
CANNOT be written as fractions of one integer over another. This discovery
was
was trying to find the fraction that represented
√
√ made when the student
2. He supposed that 2 = pq , where p and q were integers with no common
factors ie the factor was in its lowest form. He then PROVED that no such
integers could exist.On the other hand Pythagoras had shown that a right
√
angled
√ triangle with two sides equal to one had a hypotenuse of length 2
so 2 could be represented as a point on the number line. (We will see this
proof in a little while.)
But this meant that the number line contained not only fractions (the
rational numbers) but also numbers that were NOT fractions. These numbers
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are called IRRATIONAL NUMBERS. The REAL NUMBERS can then be
defined to be ALL FRACTION type numbers which are called RATIONAL
NUMBERS and the IRRATIONAL NUMBERS.
We have briefly described how starting from the integer counting numbers
we were led to negative numbers if we wanted to be able to always subtract
numbers. We were led to fractions if we always wanted
to be able to divide
√
numbers. Then there was a surprise. We saw that 2 was not a fraction. It
was a different kind of number. It was called an irrational number. So step by
step what was meant by a number got modified. The German mathematician
Kronecker said “God made the integers” all other numbers were created by
man.
We also described another startling result. There were numbers that were
not real. They were complex numbers and appeared if we always wanted to
be able to solve quadratic equations. A real number can be represented, as
we have seen, on the number line. To write down a complex number z we
need a pair of real numbers and the strange object i whose square is minus
one ie z = x + iy where i2 = −1. Such an object i cannot be a real number
as the square of a real number is always positive. We will study complex
numbers later and see it too has a geometrical meaning in terms of which
its properties can be understood. The great Irish mathematician William
Rowan Hamilton searched for a three dimensional generalisation of complex
numbers. He was not successful but in his struggle to find such numbers he
suddenly realised that a four dimensional generalisation of complex numbers
was possible. He called these new numbers quaternions. It turns out that
quaternions are extremely useful. They are used in the GPS system and in
computer graphics.
In this journey of exploring mathematical ideas we discovered features of
the mathematical landscape by asking questions: Can we always subtract?
Can we always divide? Can we always solve? The quest for discovering new
patterns present in the mathematical landscape as well as dreaming up new
ways of studying the landscape continues!
5.1.2

Rules for Real Numbers

We understand the way integers can be added, subtracted, multiplied and
divided from our experience with counting and also from geometry. We have
just explained how these numbers need to be extended to include the number
zero, the positive and negative numbers,the fractions and the irrational numbers. This extended set we call the REAL NUMBERS. The real numbers
are taken to obey ALL of the rules of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division introduced. We summarise these rules.
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For example, COMMUTATIVITY OF ADDITION and MULTIPLICATION are still true: we say that a + b = b + a not only for integers and
fractions, but for ANY real numbers a and b. The same is true for a · b = b · a.
ZERO and ONE are still special numbers: for ANY real number a,
a+0=0+a = a
a·0=0·a = 0
a·1=1·a = a
Addition and multiplication are still ASSOCIATIVE: if a, b and c are real
numbers,
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c) = a + b + c
(a · b) · c = a · (b · c) = a · b · c
Addition and multiplication still obey the DISTRIBUTIVE LAW:
a · (b + c) = (a · b) + (a · c)
The relation between geometry and numbers is still present. But now the
NUMBER LINE, has in it ALL numbers: fractions, positive and √negative
integers, zero and positive and negative irrational numbers like 2. For
example, −a is the NEGATIVE of the real number a; if a is a certain distance
from the origin on the number line, −a is the same distance away, but in the
OPPOSITE direction. We still change the sign of a number by “reflecting”
around zero. This means that the LAW OF SIGNS is still correct:
(+) · (+)
(+)(−) = (−)(+)
(−)(−)
(−)n
(−)n
5.1.3

=
=
=
=
=

(+)
(−)
(+)
(+) n even
(−) n odd

The Irrational Numbers

Now let us
that Pythagoras’ student asked, namely, can
√return to the question
p
we write 2 as a fraction q where p and q are integers? The way the student
answered this question is quite simple but very clever, and uses ONLY the
rules for real numbers we have just summarised, so it is worth explaining...
√
These student said that if 2 was a rational number, then we can write
it UNIQUELY as a fraction pq in lowest form, i.e.. p and q are the smallest
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√
√
positive integers that give pq = 2. If we multiply pq = 2 by q and use our
√
rules for multiplication for fractions, then p = 2 · q. If we take both sides
to the power of two, then, using our rules for indices, p2 = 2 · q 2 . But if q
is an integer, then q 2 = q · q is as well. And twice any integer is an EVEN
number. Since p2 = 2 · q 2 , p2 is even.
But the square of any ODD integer is also odd, so if p is an integer and p2
is even, then p itself must be EVEN. This means that p must be 2 times some
other integer, i.e. there is some integer m, smaller than p, with p = 2 · m.
Using our laws for indices, p2 = 22 · m2 = 4 · m2 , so p2 = 4 · m2 = 2 · q 2 .
Multiplying each side by 21 and using our multiplication laws means that
2 · m2 = q 2 . This means q 2 is even, and repeating our argument from before,
q itself is even and therefore there is an integer n smaller than q with q = 2·n.
But we have a CONTRADICTION! If pq was in LOWEST FORM, then
√
p and q must be the SMALLEST integers where pq = 2. But if p = 2 · m
. Therefore, pq could not have been
and q = 2 · n, then pq is equivalent to m
n
the lowest form.
√
Pythagoras’ student therefore had no choice but to conclude that 2
CANNOT be expressed as a √
fraction in lowest form. But all rational numbers
can be written this way, so 2 cannot be a rational number. But it is quite
obviously SOME sort of number, because, as we pointed out already, it is the
length of the HYPOTENUSE of a RIGHT ANGLE TRIANGLE with sides
1 and 1:
√
Numbers such as 2 which cannot be represented as fraction are known as
IRRATIONAL NUMBERS. Therefore, we know that the real numbers contain not only the rational numbers, but also the irrational numbers. Luckily,
it was shown by the famous German mathematician Gauss that there are
NO other types of numbers in the real numbers; if a number is REAL, it is
EITHER a RATIONAL NUMBER or an IRRATIONAL NUMBER. All of
our rules of addition, multiplication, indices, etc. hold equally for ALL types
of real numbers.

5.2

The Complex Numbers

√
The proof that 2 is irrational involved trying to find numbers p and q which
2
satisfy the equation x2 = pq2 with x2 = 2. As mathematicians are very curious
people, they thought: “An equation like this allowed us to discover a new
type of number. Can we discover other types of numbers by solving similar,
but harder, equations?”
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For instance, suppose we have three rational numbers a, b and c. What
type of number x would satisfy and equation like a · x2 + b · x + c = 0? Would
it be another rational number? An irrational number? Or maybe something
entirely new? These simple types of equations – ones involving only integer
numbers and indices, and using only addition and multiplication – are called
ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS, and any number x which we find that satisfies
them is called an ALGEBRAIC NUMBER.
Suppose a = 1 b = 0 and c = 1. Then x is a number that satisfies
2
x + 1 = 0, or x2 = −1. In other words, a number that, when multiplied by
itself, gives the result -1.
But THERE IS NO REAL NUMBER WITH THIS PROPERTY! Suppose x is a real number. If so, it must be either zero, positive (to the right
of zero on the number line) or negative (to the left of zero). 02 = 0 · 0 = 0,
so x cannot be zero. But our laws of signs indicate that since the product
of either two positive real numbers or two negative real numbers must be a
positive real number, if x is a nonzero real number, the x2 must be a positive
real number. It CANNOT be -1.
This result was a MAJOR DISASTER. If we want algebraic equations to
always have solutions, we have to find a number of SOME sort that satisfies
x2 = −1. However, we have just proved it cannot be a real number, so it
must be some sort of other number.
After many years it was slowly agreed to introduce a new number “i”
defined by the property i2 = −1. Because it seemed to be a “made-up”
number, it was called an IMAGINARY NUMBER. Then numbers a + ib
were introduced with a and b being real numbers. Such numbers that were
“part real” and “part imaginary” were called COMPLEX NUMBERS. a was
called the “real part” and b was called the “imaginary part” of the complex
number a + ib.
How do we compare two complex numbers? Two complex numbers a1 +
ib1 and a2 + ib2 were defined to be equal if both their real parts and their
imaginary parts are equal; in other words,
a1 = a2
b1 = b 2

(the real parts are equal)
(the imaginary parts are equal)

All real numbers are complex numbers, ones whose imaginary part is zero.
For example, the real number 2 is equal to the complex number 2 + i0.
Soon it was established that, if a0 , a1 , . . . , an are complex numbers, then
a general equation of the form
an xn + an−1 xn−1 + · · · + a1 x + a0 = 0
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will have exactly n solutions for x if we allow x to be a complex number. Nowadays complex numbers are used routinely in Engineering, Physics,
Mathematics and were essential for QUANTUM THEORY. They form the
cornerstone for much of modern science, and the discovery of complex numbers was a GREAT INNOVATION.
We end with one more surprise. It might be felt that all numbers we come
across, integer numbers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, real numbers
and complex numbers, are ALGEBRAIC, i.e. they can be represented as a
solution of some general equation
an xn + an−1 xn−1 + · · · + a1 x + a0 = 0
where a0 , a1 , . . . , an are rational numbers. This is called a POLYNOMIAL
EQUATION of degree n with rational coefficients. All fractions
√ are algebraic
p
numbers since the equation xq̇ = p gives x = q , the number 2 is algebraic
since it is the solution of the equation x2 = 2. On the basis of these examples
we might think that each point on the number line can be represented as a
solution of an algebraic equation.
But this is not true. There are many, many numbers which are not
algebraic and cannot be solutions of polynomial equation with rational coefficients. The best known example is the famous number π. Another very
famous non algebraic number is e, which we will discuss when we look at
LOGARITHMS and DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. These numbers, and
all other non-algebraic numbers, are given the general name TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBERS. Proving that a number is transcendental is difficult.
However there is one way of generating them. There are many transcendental
numbers. Here is one way of getting them: We have

5.3

Gelfond-Schneider Theorem

If a and b are algebraic numbers (ie roots of polynomials with integer coefficients and a is not zero or one and b is irrational then ab is transcendental.

6
6.1

Prime Numbers
What is a Prime Number ?

At this stage the main characters of arithmetic have been introduced, so let
us go back to three important ones:
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• INTEGERS: These are the counting numbers, their negatives and zero.
We may write them, in INCREASING order, like
. . . , −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .
where the ... on each side indicates that there is NO END to them.
Given any negative integer, we can always find a lower one; given a
positive integer, we can always find a larger one.
• EVEN NUMBERS: These are the integers which have the property of
being 2 times another integer, so every one may be expressed as 2 · m
where m is an integer. They are
. . . , −6, −4, −2, 0, 2, 4, 6, . . .
Like the integers, they go on forever on each side.
• ODD NUMBERS: These are all the integers that are NOT even. Every
one of them is 1 greater than an even integer, and so every odd number
may be written as 2 · m + 1 where m is some integer. They are
. . . , −7, −5, −3, −1, 1, 3, 5, 7, . . .
As with the integers and even numbers, there is no largest or smallest
odd number.
Even numbers are defined by their divisibility; in other words, we may define
an even number as “any integer which, when divided by 2, gives another
integer”. Odd numbers are NOT divisible by 2, but they might be divisible
by some other positive integer. For instance, 15 is odd, but is divisible by
both 3 and 5: 15 ÷ 3 = 5 and 15 ÷ 5 = 3.
Are there any numbers which are not divisible by ANY integer? The
answer is obviously NO; any number divided by 1 is itself, and any number
divided by itself is 1. So if a is a positive integer, it is divisible by 1 (a ÷ 1
= a) and itself (a ÷ a = 1).
However, there ARE positive integers where 1 and itself are the ONLY
two positive integers that are factors. In other words, if P is such a number,
P ÷ n is a positive integer ONLY when n is either 1 or P itself. Such
numbers are called PRIME NUMBERS, and their study has been a major
part of mathematics for nearly 3000 years.
Which numbers are prime? We might think 1 is, but because saying “1
divided by 1” is the same as saying “1 divided by itself”, 1 has only ONE
positive integer which divides it and so we do not consider it as prime. 2,
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however, is, as it is divisible by the TWO positive integers 1 and 2 (itself) and
no others. The reason for this definition is that using it all numbers can then
be written in only one way as a product of prime numbers. If the number
one was called a prime this result would no longer be true as we could always
multiply the representation of a number by an arbitrary number of ones and
still get the same number. That is there would no longer be a unque way
of writing a number as a product of primes. Thus if 1 was called a prime
number we could factor, for instance as 15 as 15 = 5 × 3 or as 15 = 5 × 3 × 1.
In fact, we immediately see that NO OTHER even counting numbers
are prime, as they are, by definition, all divisible by 2. Therefore, 2 IS THE
ONLY EVEN PRIME NUMBER, which means all other prime numbers must
be ODD. So we need only consider 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,... in our search for other
primes.
3, 5 and 7 are all divisible only by 1 and themselves, so they are the
second, third and fourth prime numbers. 9 is divisible by 3, because 9 ÷ 3 =
3, so it is NOT prime. 11 and 13 are next, and they are prime, but 15 = 3 · 5,
so it is not. As we go on, we encounter more primes; the following is the list
of all primes less than 100:
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97
But do we ALWAYS find more primes as we look at larger and larger numbers? The great mathematician Euclid proved that the answer is YES: there
is an INFINITE number of prime numbers. The proof he gave is regarded
as one of the most beautiful proof in mathematics, so we give it here:
Suppose there is a largest prime number, and call it PL . Now, multiply
all the prime numbers up to and including PL together, and call the result
X. In other words, X = P1 · P2 · . . . · PL , where P1 = 2, P2 = 3, P3 = 5, et
cetera.
Now consider X + 1; since X is 2 times an integer, X is even, and thus
X + 1 is odd. Thus, it is not divisible by 2. It is also not divisible by 3; a
multiple of 3 plus 1, like 4 (which is 3·1+1), 7 (3·2+1) or 10 (3·3+1) cannot
be divided by 3. Similarly, a multiple of 5 plus 1 cannot be divided by 5,
and so on. Thus, X + 1 cannot be divided by ANY of the primes P1 , . . . , PL .
If PL is the largest prime, then there is no prime number AT ALL that is a
factor of X + 1. But any number which is not itself prime must be divisible
by at least one prime, so we conclude that X + 1 must be prime.
But X is a positive integer times PL , so X and X + 1 are larger than
PL . This is a CONTRADICTION, since we assumed PL was the LARGEST
prime number! Therefore, we must conclude that our original assumption was
wrong, and THERE IS NO LARGEST PRIME. There must be an INFINITE
number of prime numbers.
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Trying to understand the properties of integers and prime numbers is
an exciting area of mathematical research. The mathematician wants to
explore the number landscape. Here are a few questions which have not be
completely solved
1. How are the prime numbers distributed? For instance can one tell how
many prime numbers there are below some arbitrary integer N.
2. Are there infinite number of prime pairs p, p + 2 such as (3,5),(11,13)..
3. Can all even numbers bigger than 2 be written as the sum of two primes
such as 4 = 2 + 2,6 = 3 + 3,8 = 5 + 3,10 = 7 + 3,12 = 7 + 5,....This is
known as the Goldbach Conjecture.

6.2

Prime Factorisation

If a number is not prime, then there must be at least one prime number that
divides it. In fact, there may be several. Or perhaps a single prime number
divides it more than once. Let’s look at the first few integers and see this:
2 is prime, so it is divisible by the prime number 2; we may therefore write
2 = 21 . 3 is divisible by 3, and is equal to 31 . 4 is divisible by 2, but since
4 ÷ 2 = 2, we can divide 4 TWICE by 2; we knew this, since 4 = 22 . 5 is
prime, and is 51 . 6 is 2 · 3, or 21 · 31 . 7 = 71 , 8 = 2 · 2 · 2 = 23 , 9 = 3 · 3 = 32
and 10 = 2 · 5 = 21 · 51 .
So all of these positive integers may be written as a PRODUCT of POWERS OF PRIME NUMBERS. But larger numbers can as well: 20 = 22 · 51 ,
144 = 24 · 32 , 1352 = 51 · 71 · 132 , and so on. There is a UNIQUE way to write
ANY positive integer as a product of powers of prime numbers; this way of
writing a number is called its PRIME FACTORISATION.
The usefulness of prime factorisation is in its simplification of multiplication and division. When multiplying, we simply ADD the indices of each
prime factor to obtain the result. When dividing, we SUBTRACT the indices. But we must be careful: if a prime appears as a factor of one number
and not the other, we include it in the second by taking it to the zeroth power.
Since ANY nonzero number to the zeroth power is just 1, multiplying by this
does not change the number.
For example, suppose we multiply 144 and 30: the first is 24 ·32 , the second
is 21 ·31 ·51 . However, in order to make sure that the two prime factorisations
contain all the same primes, we must include 50 in the expression for 144:
24 ·32 ·50 . Because 24 ·21 = 24+1 = 25 , 32 ·31 = 32+1 = 33 and 50 ·51 = 50+1 = 51 ,
we see that 144 · 30 = 25 · 33 · 51 . Thus, we immediately obtain the prime
factorisation of the answer; in this case, it is 25 · 33 · 51 = 32 · 27 · 5 = 4320.
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Division is similar, except we SUBTRACT indices. So dividing 144 by 30
is the same as (24 · 32 · 50 ) ÷ (21 · 31 · 51 ). We know that 24 ÷ 21 = 24−1 = 23 ,
32 ÷ 31 = 32−1 = 31 and 50 ÷ 51 = 50−1 = 5−1 , so 144 ÷ 30 = 23 · 31 · 5−1 =
= 4 45 .
8 · 3 · 51 = 24
5
But prime factorisation is useful not just for calculations. The mathematical science of CRYPTOGRAPHY uses the prime factorisation of very
large numbers to make computers secure from attack from others, and to
verify credit card numbers in online purchases. So any time you buy a book
or mp3 from an Internet retailer, PRIME FACTORISATION is being used.

7

A Note on Multiplication Notation

Up until now, we have been using “a × b” or “a · b” to indicate the product
of two numbers a and b. However, as we go on in mathematics, we find
that writing these out all of the time can become tedious and occasionally
confusing. Therefore, we introduce a new, shorter notation for multiplication:
when we multiply two numbers where AT LEAST ONE of them is denoted by
a place-holder variable, we simply write them next to each other to indicate
the product. In other words:
• The product of two variables a and b is written as ab. This is equivalent
to a × b and a · b. The COMMUTATIVE LAW of multiplication is
therefore ab = ba.
• The product of a KNOWN number n and a variable a is written as
na. For example, if we multiply 3 by a, we write 3a. This is the same
as 3 × a and 3 · a. We take the convention that the known number is
always first: even though we could write 3a as a3, we do not.
• When we multiply two KNOWN numbers, we use either “×” or “·”. To
see why, suppose we wrote “23”. Is this “two times three” or “twentythree”? Because they are NOT the same numbers, this distinction
is very important. So “23” ALWAYS means “twenty-three”, and the
product of 2 and 3 must be written as either “2 × 3 or “2 · 3”.
There are a few exceptions to these
√ two times the square
√ rules; for example,
root of three is usually written “2 3” instead of “2· 3”, because the squareroot sign gets rid of any ambiguity. Similarly, although
the famous number
√
π = 3.1415926 . . . and the imaginary unit i = −1 are known numbers,
we write 2π and 3i instead of 2 · π and 3 · i. The rule is that as long as
it is ABSOLUTELY clear that we are simply multiplying two numbers, we
usually do not use a “×” or “·”.
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8

Examples and Exercises

In this concluding section, we illustrate what we have learned with several
examples, and suggest some problems for you to work out for yourself.

8.1

Calculating with Fractions

Remember that a fraction may always be written as a ratio of integers,
namely, as one integer divided by another: pq = p ÷ q. Consider
10
9+1
1
1
=
= (9 + 1) ÷ 3 = (9 ÷ 3) + (1 ÷ 3) = 3 +
= 3
3
3
3
3
10
5
If we want to add 3 to 2 , we must make the DENOMINATORS of both
fractions the same and add the NUMERATORS:
10 2 5 3
20 15
20 + 15
35
10 5
+ =
· + · =
+
=
=
3
2
3 2 2 3
6
6
6
6
5
So the answer is 5 6 .
If we want to subtract them, we again make the denominators the same,
but this time SUBTRACT the second numerator from the first:
10 2 5 3
20 15
20 − 15
5
10 5
− =
· − · =
−
=
=
3
2
3 2 2 3
6
6
6
6
We also COMPARE fractions in the same manner. For example, which
fraction is bigger, 5/8 or 7/9 ? Again, we write both fractions in terms of
the same denominator and then compare the numerators. The fraction with
the larger numerator is the bigger number. Thus,
5 9
45
5
= ·
=
8
8 9
72
7
7 8
56
= ·
=
9
9 8
72
Since 56 > 45, the second is the bigger fraction, so 7/9 is larger than 5/8.
Multiplying fractions is the easiest of all the operations, because the numerator of the answer is the product of the two numerators and the denominator of the answer is the product of the denominators. For example,
10
· 52 = 10·5
= 50
. Although this answer is correct, it is not in LOWEST
3
3·2
6
FORM, because both the numerator and denominator have a common factor
of 2. Thus, the answer in LOWEST FORM is 25
, or 8 13 .
3
Dividing one fraction by another is nearly as easy if you remember this
simple trick: DIVIDING by pq is the same as MULTIPLYING by pq . And since
multiplication of fractions is simple, we can immediately find our answer. For
example, 10
÷ 52 = 10
· 25 = 20
= 34 = 1 13 .
3
3
15
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8.2

Decimals Numbers and Fractions

When we want to be able to write a fraction in DECIMAL FORM and
conversely given a decimal representation of a number we want to know when
it can be written as a fraction. For this converse problem there are two cases.
The first case is when the decimal representation terminates. For example
the number 2.54. The second case is when the decimal representation does
not terminate. For example .3333.. or .121212... In all cases where the non
terminating decimal has a repeating sequence of integers the decimal can be
written as a fraction. We will explain how this is done.
We start by converting a fraction into a decimal form.This means we
write the number as a COUNTING NUMBER plus a number between 0 and
1 expressed in terms of tenths, one-hundredths, one-thousandths and so on.
5
2
+ 100
. In general, the “decimal
For example, the number 2.25 means 2 + 10
expansion” of a fraction p/q for p < q means to write it as
a1
a2
a3
p
=
+
+
+ ...
q
10 100 1000
for some counting numbers a1 , a2 , a3 , . . .. So, for example,
5
1
1
5
=2 =2+ =2+
= 2.5
2
2
2
10
10
1
= 3 = 3.333 . . .
3
3
The second of these means that the 3s go on forever. How do we determine
this? Can we show that the decimal expansion of the fraction 13 is the infinite
long decimal number 0.33333333 . . .? We can show this several ways. First,
using long division: since 1 = 1.0000 . . . and 3 goes into 10 three times with
1 left over (10 = 3 · 3 + 1),
0 .3 3 3
3 | 1 .0 0 0
9
1 0
9
1 0
9
1
Because we keep getting 3s no matter how long we compute, we see that
1
3
3
3
= 10
+ 100
+ 1000
+ ...
3
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Next,

1
2

: again, divide 1.00000 by 2:
0 .5 0 0
2 | 1 .0 0 0
1 0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0

1
2

= 0.500000 . . . = 0.5.
Using these, we can obtain the decimal form of 5 56 : we know this is the
answer to 10
+ 25 , and since the first is 3 + 13 = 3.3333 . . . and the second
3
is 2 + 12 = 2.5, then 5 56 = 3.333 . . . + 2.5 = 5.833 . . .. This means that
5
= 0.833 . . ., and we can check this directly:
6
So

0 .8 3
6 | 5 .0 0
4 8
2 0
1 8
2
1

3
0

0
8
2

Multiplying also works: since 2.5 · 3 = 7.5,
3 · 2.5 3 · 2.5 3 · 2.5
+
+
+ ...
10
100
1000
7.5
7.5
7.5
= 7.5 +
+
+
+ ...
10
100 1000
= 7.5 + 0.75 + 0.075 + 0.0075 + . . .
= 8.3333 . . .

3.333 . . . · 2.5 = 3 · 2.5 +

which agrees with 10
· 52 = 8 31 .
3
We have described how fractions can be written as decimals. We now
describe how a decimal number may be written as a fraction. As we said
there are two cases to consider. Let us start by looking at a specific example.
Consider the number 2.54 (the number of centimetres in an inch). We want to
get rid of the decimal point, and since TWO numbers after the point indicate
that we are adding a number of HUNDREDTHS, we need to multiply by 100.
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But to make sure we do not change the number, we must simultaneously
DIVIDE by 100:
2.54 =

2.54 100
2.54 · 100
254
127
·
=
=
=
1
100
1 · 100
100
50

Now consider 2.7 ÷ 1.3. We wish to express the answer as a fraction:
2.7 ÷ 1.3 =

2.7
2.7 10
27
=
·
=
1.3
1.3 10
13

1
, or 2 13
. Thus,
so we can express the result of 2.7 ÷ 1.3 as the fraction 27
13
the RULE is to simultaneously multiply and divide by an appropriate power
of 10 to change the decimal to a fractional number.
Next we look at non terminating decimals. We will look at two examples.
First the number .333.... We write this as x. We then note

x = .333...
10x = 3.3333
Subtracting we get
9x = 3
1
.
3

The trick was to note that the integer 3 was repeated in
which gives x =
the decimal expansion. Multiplying by ten gave a decimal with the integer
three and the same decimal part. Subtracting got rid of the decimal part
and the fraction x was found.
In our second example we look at a different non terminating decimal,
Namely .121212.. This time the sequence 12 is repeated. This suggests that
we multiply by 100 to get !2.121212.. which has the same decimal part as
before. Thus
x = .121212..
100x = 12.121212...
Subtracting we get
99x = 12
Thus the required fraction is x =

8.3

12
99

=

4
33

Order of Operations

Now we turn to the rule of operation with numbers. We consider the ASSOCIATIVE RULE of ADDITION:
a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c
50

i.e. if any three numbers – positive or negative – are combined, it does not
matter in which order they are combined. For example, 12 - 4 +3; we may
first subtract 4 from 12 to get 12 - 4 = 8, and then add 3: 8 + 3 = 11. Or,
we may follow a different route: first work out -4 + 3 = -1, then work out
12 -1 = 11.
Now we look at the DISTRIBUTIVE LAW, which states that for any
three numbers a, b and c, we must have
a(b + c) = (b + c)a = ab + ac
Let us look at an example of one way to use this:
5+5·4 =
=
=
=

5·1+5·4
5 · (1 + 4)
5·5
25

(This agrees with the direct computation 5 + 5 · 4 = 5 + 20 = 25.) Note the
appearance of the brackets in the distributive law: when we say a(b + c) =
ab + ac, the brackets on the left-hand side means to work out the sum inside
them FIRST and THEN multiply. The right-hand side means to do the
multiplications FIRST, and THEN add. For example, 5 · (2 + 3) = 5 · 5 = 25
is equal to 5 · 2 + 5 · 3 = 10 + 15 = 25.

8.4

Percentages

We now turn to some practical uses of numbers. One of the most important
concept is that of a “percentage”. It is used in shops, in schools, by governments and by companies, just to name a few. It is important that you should
be able to work out percentage easily and confident ally.
The word “percentage” comes from the Latin phrase per cent, which
means “through one hundred”. When we write a number as a percentage,
we thus express it as a number P divided by 100. We then say that the
fraction is “P percent” or “P %”. For example, the fraction 21 is the same
50
3
12
, so one half is the same as 50 percent. 25
is the same as 100
, so three
as 100
twenty-fifths of something is 12%.
We can go the other way as well: if we say a philanthropist donates 40%
40
of her savings to charity, that means that she has given away 100
, or 52 , of
her money.
So when we say we take a percentage OF something, it means to multiply
that number by the percentage, expressed as a fraction. For example, 1% of
51

1
10
100 euro is 100
of 100 euro, or 1 euro. 10% of 100 euro is 100
of 100 euro, or
12.5
10 euros. 12.5% of 100 euro is 100 of 100 euro, or 12.50 euros.
Thus, a percentage is slightly different from a fraction: a fraction is always the ratio of two integers, whereas a percentage is a fraction whose
denominator is always 100, but the numerator can be any decimal number.

One very common use of percentages is to ADVERTISE DISCOUNTS.
Let us look at an example: suppose an item of clothing costing 25 euro is
sold at a discount of 30%. What is the price after discount?
Original price:

25 euro
30
Discount: 30% = 25 ·
100
= 25 · 0.3
= 7.5 euro
Therefore, the price after the discount is 25 - 7.5 = 17.50 euro.
We can also reverse this process, as seen in this example: if an item costs
85 euro AFTER a 15% discount, what was its original price? Here the cost
of the item before discount is not given; let us call this unknown price p.
15
is the discount. Therefore,
Then we know p · 100
The original price:
Discount price:

p
15
100
15
= p·1−p·
100

15
= p· 1−
100
85
= p·
100
p−p·

We know that the discounted price is 85 euro, so
p·

85
= 85 euro
100

To get p, multiply both sides by 100 and divide both sides by 85:
p·

85 100
100
·
= 85 ·
100 85
85

so we find that p = 100 euro.
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Another important use of percentages comes in the forms of TAXES.
Income tax is structured so that the amount a person is based on one or
more levels of income. For example, if no tax has to be paid on the first 7000
euro of a salary, 12% on the next 20000 euro and 40% on the earning for
all higher amounts, what tax should a person earning 40000 per year pay?
We must first split the total income up into the three levels, namely, rewrite
40000 as 7000 + 20000 + 13000. Then, compute the tax on each individual
amount separately:
Tax on 7000 @ 0%:
Tax on 20000 @ 12%:
Tax on 13000 @ 40%:

0
12
= 2400
100
40
13000 ·
= 5200
100
20000 ·

So,
Tax on first 20000:
Tax on remaining 13000:
TOTAL:

2400
5200
7600

Consumer items are also generally subject to taxes, like a value-added tax, or
VAT. VAT is expressed as a percentage, and when you buy an item subject
to VAT, this percentage is added onto the cost you pay. For example, if the
cost of an item is 25 euros and VAT is 7.5%, how much does a consumer pay
for this item?
7.5
· 25
100
= 1.875 euro

VAT of 7.5% on 25 euro =

so
Total cost = 25 + 1.875
= 26.875 euro
which would be rounded up to 26.88 euro.
The calculation can be done in another way: we add VAT (7.5%) of the
value of the item to the value of item to get the total cost. Let us write this
as
Total cost = 25 euro + 25 euro ·
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7.5
100

7.5
= 25 · 1 + 25 ·
100


7.5
= 25 · 1 +
100


100
7.5
= 25 ·
+
100 100
107.5
= 25 ·
100
= 25 · 1.075
= 26.88 euro
What is the point of doing the calculation in this way? It allows you to use
your calculator to work out the cost of different items very quickly. You can
store 1.075 in your calculator and use it whenever you are buying an item
subject to a VAT of 7.5%. For instance, suppose you buy five different items
costing 25 euro, 112 euro, 12 euro, 7 euro and 15 euro, each subject to a
VAT of 7.5%. Rather than compute the VAT separately on each item, we
may first add up up the individual prices and THEN compute the VAT on
the TOTAL amount, like
Total cost = (25 + 112 + 12 + 7 + 15) · 1.075
= 183.825 euro
or, after rounding up, 183.83 euro.
Percentages may also be used when costs are divided among more than
one person. For example, if Sean and Joe decide to split the cost of a meal
in a fancy restaurant, with Sean paying 70% and Joe the other 30%, then
how much is paid by Sean and Joe if the meal cost 120 euro?
70
· 120 = 0.7 · 120
100
= 84
30
Amount paid by Joe: 30% of 120 =
· 120 = 0.3 · 120
100
= 36

Amount paid by Sean: 70% of 120 =

When choosing which bank to put money into, an important thing to
consider is the INTEREST they will pay on the money in your account.
INTEREST is expressed as the percentage of your savings that the bank will
pay to you per time period.
For example, if we have 600 euro in a saving account, and the bank pays
us an interest rate of 3% a year, then how much interest will be earned in
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(a) 4 months (b) 4 years? The answer depends on what type of interest the
bank pays: there are two main types, SIMPLE and COMPOUND.
8.4.1

Simple Interest

SIMPLE INTEREST is interest where the amount paid is based solely on
the initial deposit. So for our example, the total amount the bank will pay
3
us each year is 3% of 600 euro, or 100
· 600 = 18 euro per year. If the interest
is put into our account monthly, then this 18 euro is broken up into 12 equal
1
· 18 = 1.50 euro per month. (a) Thus, in 4 months, the interest
payments: 12
is 4 · 1.50 = 6 euro, and (b) in 4 years, the interest is 4 · 18 = 72.00 euro.
8.4.2

Compound Interest

The other type of interest is called COMPOUND INTEREST. What this
means is that the interest for the first year is calculated as before , i.e. 18
euro per year. This as before is paid into the account monthly in amounts
of 1.50 euro. But now, for the second year, the interest is computed on the
NEW account balance of 600 + 18 = 618 euro rather than the ORIGINAL
balance of 600 euro. Therefore, over the second year, the amount paid into
3
· 618 = 18.54 euro. The amount of
our account is 3% of 618 euro, or 100
money in our account after the second year is therefore 618.00 + 18.54 =
636.54 euro.
Continuing on, the interest we would make during the third year would
3
· 636.54 = 19.0962 ≈ 19.10 euro, so 636.54 + 19.10 = 655.64
be this is 100
3
·655.64 =
euro is our balance after three years. The fourth-year interest is 100
19.6692 ≈ 19.67 euro, giving 655.64 + 19.67 = 675.31 euro after four years.
Note that each time, we add 3% of the account balance to itself. This
means that if the account balance at the end of one year is x, then it is
x+

3
x = 1 · x + 0.03 · x
100
= (1 + 0.03) · x
= 1.03x

Thus, to find the account balance at the end of any year, we need only
multiply the balance at the beginning by 1.03. So if at the beginning of the
fifth year we have 675.31 euro, at the end we have 1.03·675.31 = 695.57 euro.
In carrying out the calculation we used the PRINCIPAL, or the original
amount deposited; let us call that amount p. Denote the yearly interest rate
by R and the number of years by N . Let us now work out what p becomes
after N years if the interest rate is (1) SIMPLE and (2) COMPOUND.
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1. SIMPLE INTEREST
R
euro.
The original deposit is p euro. The interest earned per year is p· 100
Because simple interest is computed only on the ORIGINAL deposit,
this is the amount paid EVERY year, so in N years, the interest is
R
(p · 100
) · N euro. Therefore, the total account balance after N years is
(original balance) + (total interest) =p + p·R·N
= p(1 + RN
).
100
100
Let us check this formula for our example above: p = 600 euro is the
principal, and R = 3 the yearly interest rate. N = 4 years, so


3·4
Account balance = 600 · 1 +
100
= 672.00 euro
which is the answer we found previously.
2. COMPOUND INTEREST:
Let us now turn to the compound interest case:
R
, so the NEW principle used for
Year 1: The interest earned is p · 100
the second year, p1 , is the TOTAL account balance at the end of the
first year:
R
p1 = p + p ·
100 

R
= p 1+
100
Year 2: The interest earned on this principle is p1 ·
principle at the end of the second year, p2 , is


R
p 2 = p1 + p1 · 1 +
100



R
R
= p 1+
1+
100
100

2
R
= p 1+
100

R
,
100

so the new

R
Thus we see that we multiply by another factor of 1 + 100
for each year
that passes; thus, after three years, the new account balance p3 is


R
p3 = p2 1 +
100
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2 

R
R
= p 1+
1+
100
100

2+1
R
= p 1+
100
3

R
= p 1+
100


We now see a definite pattern emerging: since we multiply our principal
R
each year, the index of this factor increases by one for each
by 1 + 100
R 4
R 5
year. Thus, p4 = p(1 + 100
) and p5 = p(1 + 100
) are the account
balances after years 4 and 5 respectively. We may summarise all these
results in the nice, concise formula
pN

N

R
= p 1+
100

which gives the total account balance pN after N years. Let us check
this formula; for example, p = 600 euro, R = 3, N = 4 as before gives

4
3
p4 = 600 · 1 +
100
= 675.31 euro
which agrees with what we had before.
Let us compare the year-end account balances for our example where we
started with 600 euro and had a yearly interest rate of 3%:
End of:

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Simple Interest:

618.00

636.00

654.00

672.00

Compound Interest:

618.00

636.54

655.64

695.57

This table illustrates the two forms of interest: for SIMPLE interest,


RN
pN = p 1 +
100
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is the account balance after N years, and

N
R
pN = p 1 +
100
is the account balance for COMPOUND interest. Note that compound interest results in a HIGHER account balance than simple interest does. This
is because for simple interest, the same amount is added each year, while for
compound interest, the “interest on the interest” is added on top of that.
In many recipes, different items have to be mixed in certain proportions,
so if the amount of food made is increased or decreased by a certain amount,
one should be able to deal with the problem confidently. Percentages can
help us do that.
As an example, suppose the following is the recipe for a cake: mix a cup
of flour, one egg, a tablespoon of vanilla, one third cup of milk, and 2/3 cup
sugar.
Suppose this cake feeds four people, but you want one that will feed six.
6 = 4 + 2 = 4 + 21 · 4, so the increase in the number of people is one-half
the original number, or 50%. Thus we also want to increase the amount of
cake by 50%. So how much extra sugar will we need above the 2/3 cup the
recipe calls for? We will need 50% extra, so we increase the amount of sugar
50
= 1/3. The total amount of sugar needed is the original amount
by 23 · 100
plus 50% extra:


2 2 50
2
50
+ ·
=
· 1+
3 3 100
3
100


2
1
=
· 1+
3
2
2 3
=
·
3 2
= 1 Cup

8.5

Surds

We next turn to discuss how to work with. numbers that have square roots
. These numbers are called SURDS. We briefly recall ways √
of dealing
with
√
SURDS, i.e. expressions in which square roots – such as 2, 3, etc. –
appear. Surds frequently show up when solving quadratic equations. A
general surd is a sum of a rational
number
and one or more irrational square
√
√
√
roots. For example, −1 + 3 and 5 + 14 7 are surds. We always assume
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√
that any square root cannot be written
as
rational
numbers:
for
example,
2
√
may appear in a surd, but NOT 9, since the latter is equal to the rational
number 3. Irrational numbers such as surds have some curious properties
which are best explained by examples. Consider the number 10 from the
unique factorisation theorem we know 10 can be written in a unique way as
a product of prime numbers. We have
10 = 2 × 5
But if surds, that is irrational numbers, are allowed as factors then we can
also write
10

=
(13 − 3)
√ √
√
√
= ( 13 + 3)( 13 − 3)

Thus the unique factorisation theorem does not hold any more. You should
show that it is possible to add or subtract two irrational numbers to get a
rational number. Thus in general irrational numbers can get mixed up with
rational numbers when they are added or subtracted.
8.5.1

Fractions Invoving Surds

What we first focus on is how FRACTIONS containing surds can be written
simply as surds. √
We explain
what
we
√
√
√ mean by an example: consider the
result of dividing 2 + 3 by 2 − 3; the answer is the fraction
√
√
2+ 3
√
√
2− 3
We want to write this fraction as a surd. The trick for doing this is to use
the algebraic identity x2 − y 2 = (x − y)(x + y). This is easily shown by using
the distributive law, and holds for ANY numbers x and y. Let us prove the
result
(x − y)(x + y) = (x − y)x + (x − y)y
= x.x − y.x + x.y − y.y
= x2 − y 2
√

√

√3 . and multiply and
Let us see now use this trick : we start with √2+
2− 3
√
√
divide the expression by 2 + 3. This is exactly the same as multiplying
by one, and thus does not change the value of the expression. We choose to
do this because the denominator then becomes
√
√  √
√ 
√
√
2− 3
2 + 3 = ( 2)2 − ( 3)2

= 2 − 3 = −1
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√
√
i.e. an integer.
The
numerator
is
multiplied
by
2
+
3 as well, and so
√
√
becomes ( 2 + 3)2 . Thus,
√
√
√
√ √
√
2+ 3
2+ 3
2+ 3
√
√ = √
√ ·√
√
2− 3
2− 3
2+ 3
√
√
( 2 + 3)2
√
= √
( 2)2 − ( 3)2
√
√
√ √
( 2)2 + ( 3)2 + 2 2 3
=
√ 2−3
5+2 6
=
−1 √
= −5 − 2 6
√

√

√4 ; this time the factor we choose to multiply the numerNow, consider √3+
7+ 6
√
√
ator and denominator is 7 − 6, so that
√
√
√
√ √
√
3+ 4
3+ 4
7− 6
√
√ = √
√ ·√
√
7+ 6
7+ 6
7− 6
√ √
√ √
√ √
√ √
3 7− 3 6+ 4 7− 4 6
√
√
=
( 7)2 − ( 6)2
√
√
√
√
21 − 18 + 28 − 24
=
√7 − 6√
√
√
21 − 3 2 + 2 7 − 2 6
=
√
√ 1 √
√
=
21 − 3 2 + 2 7 − 2 6

In all of the above calculations, we have used the following rules:
√
√ √
a b =
ab
r
√
a
a
√ =
b
b
√
√
1
a− b
1 √
1 √
√ = √
√
=
a−
b
√
a−b
a−b
a+ b
( a)2 − ( b)2
8.5.2

Bigger and Smaller: Estimating

Suppose we ask the question: Which is greater, (5)1/5 or 21/2 ? The method
used to find out is to raise both numbers to a power chosen so that both
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numbers become integers, which can then be compared. The power we choose
the smallest one such that if we multiply each individual index by it, we get
an integer. For this case, the smallest number that, when multiplied by
both 1/5 and 1/2, gives an integer is 10. Thus we choose to raise both
numbers to the 10th power. Since we see that (51/5 )10 = 510/5 = 52 = 25 and
(21/2 )10 = 210/2 = 25 = 32, the fact that the first is smaller than the second
ie 25 < 32 allows us to conclude that 51/5 < 21/2 , so 21/2 is the larger of the
two.
Another example: Which is greater, 41/4 or 71/7 ? Again we raise both
number by the same power so that both indices become integers. This time,
we take them both to the power of 28, since it is the smallest integer that
gives an integer when multiplied by both 1/4 and 1/7. Doing so, we see that
(41/4 )28 = 428/4 = 47 = 214 = 1282
(71/7 )28 = 728/7 = 74 = 492
2
1/4
1/7
Since 128 > 49, then 128
492 , and√we see
√ >√
√ that 4 > 7 .
Which is smaller, 7 + 10 or 3 + 19? Since we only have square
roots on both sides, we square both expressions. Thus, we get
√
√
√
√
√ √
√
( 7 + 10)2 = ( 7)2 + ( 10)2 + 2 7 10 = 17 + 2 70
√
√
√
√ √
√
√
( 3 + 19)2 = ( 3)2 + ( 19)2 + 2 3 19 = 22 + 2 57

It still may not be clear which is smaller, so we must try something more.
We see if we subtract 17 from both expressions, then the first involves only
a square root:
√
√
17 + 2 70 − 17 = 2 70
To compare this with the second, we must also subtract 17 from it:
√
√
22 + 2 57 − 17 = 5 + 2 57
Now, square both expressions:
√
(2 70)2 = 4 · 70 = 280

√
√ 2
√
5 + 2 57 = 52 + 4 · 57 + 2 · 5 · 2 57 = 253 + 20 57
Subtract 253 from both expressions; now we have
280 − 253 = 27
√
√
253 + 20 57 − 253 = 20 57
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2
2
The
= 64),
√ square root of 57 is between 7 and 8 (since 7 = 49 and 8 √
√ so
20 57 is certainly
larger
than
27.
Therefore,
we
have
shown
that
7
+
10
√
√
is smaller than 3 + 19.
The point of these calculations was to determine which of the two numbers
was bigger. We could, of course, have used a calculator or log tables to find
the decimal form of each of our numbers, and then compared them directly.
But we have just shown that, if we know how to correctly manipulate numbers
to a fractional power, we do not need anything more than pen and paper.
The method described can be used to deal with other numbers of the
kind considered. However, we must be careful to never change the sign of
the two expressions we want to compare: notice that any time we subtracted
a number, we were left with a positive result. It is important to keep this
in mind, as errors in calculation with square roots can happen if one is not
careful.

8.6

Bases

We now discuss a very important concept. This is the concept of a BASE.
8.6.1

Adding, Subtracting in different Bases

We know how to add two numbers, say, 19 and 93:
93
+ 19
112
The procedure is simple: we first add the rightmost digits, 3 and 9, to get
12. We write down the last digit – 2 – and “carry the 1”, namely, include it
to be added in the next column to the left. We add this 1 to the 9 in 93 and
the 1 in 19 to get 1 + 9 + 1 = 11. There are no more columns, so we write
this number down to the left of the 2, giving us the final answer of 112.
In doing addition in this manner, we are counting numbers by putting
them in bundles. The rightmost digit in the bundle tells us how many units
we have, so can be any number 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. As soon as we reach
10, we move one place to the left and use this digit to indicate how many
bundles of 10 are in our number. When we get 10 bundles of 10 we move
left one place and create bundles of 100, and so on. This convenient way of
writing numbers was invented by Indian mathematicians. When we think of
it this way, we see that
19 = one bundle of 10 plus nine bundles of 1
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93 = nine bundles of 10 plus three bundles of 1
112 = one bundle of 100 plus one bundle of 10 plus two bundles of 1
We are so used to this system that we do not think about it at all. In this
procedure we have bundles of units, bundles of tens, bundles of hundreds and
so on. When we write a number we simply say as in the example how many
bundles of each type we have. This number can only range between zero and
nine. It cannot be anything greater. This is because as soon as we have a
bundle of ten units it becomes one more bundle of tens, and so on. However,
it is clear that we can count using bundles which are not given in terms of
10 and its powers 100 = 1, 101 = 10, 102 = 100 and so on. Notice that the
exponent on the 10 is the number of steps over to the left from the rightmost
digit: in 19, the 9 is zero steps over, so it corresponds to the 100 , or ones,
place. The 1 is one step to the left, so it counts the number of bundles of
101 , or tens.
But we did not have to count in bundles of 10. It’s natural to do so,
because we have ten fingers , but we can choose a different number. We could
count in bundles of 2s, or 3s, or even 17s. This idea is not as unfamiliar as it
may first seem; after all, when we talk about how many hours a certain task
takes, we are measuring the time in bundles of sixty minutes.
Whatever size of bundle we choose to count in is called the BASE of our
number system. Writing numbers in bundles of 10, 100 etc. is called using
base 10 – the DECIMAL system. Computers often use base 2, the BINARY
system. We now look at how to write the same number using three different
bases, base 2 (bundles of 20 , 21 , 22 ,23 , . . .) base 5 (bundles of 50 , 51 , 52 , . . .)
and base 10. First we make a table of different powers of 2, 5 and 10:
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20

1

50

1

100

1

21

2

51

5

101

10

22

4

52

25

102

100

23

8

53

125

103

1000

24

16

54

625

104

10000

25

32

55

3125

26

64

27

128

28

256

Let us now see how to write the numbers 19, 93, 112 in base 10:
19 = 1 · 101 + 9 · 100
93 = 9 · 101 + 3 · 100
112 = 1 · 102 + 1 · 101 + 2 · 100
We knew this already. But how do we write the same three numbers in base
5?
19 = 3 · 51 + 4 · 50
93 = 3 · 52 + 3 · 51 + 3 · 50
112 = 4 · 52 + 2 · 51 + 2 · 50
So 19 has four bundles of 50 and three bundles of 51 . Thus, if we follow the
same idea as with the decimal system and let the rightmost digit indicate
the number of 50 bundles and the next digit to the left be the number of 51
bundles, then we see the DECIMAL number 19 is written in base 5 as 34.
However, we must give some indication that we are now using base 5, because
otherwise an unsuspecting reader might think we mean the DECIMAL number “thirty-four”. If the base of our system is NOT 10, we usually indicate
the base by writing it as a subscript, so 19 (decimal) is equivalent to 345
(base 5). Our other two examples show us that 93 = 3335 and 112 = 4225 .
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How would a computer represent these three numbers? They do all their
counting in the BINARY system, which uses base 2. Therefore, we write out
the three numbers in terms of bundles of powers of 2:
19 = 1 · 24 + 0 · 23 + 0 · 22 + 1 · 21 + 1 · 20 = 100112
93 = 1 · 26 + 0 · 25 + 1 · 24 + 1 · 23 + 1 · 22 + 0 · 21 + 1 · 20 = 10111012
112 = 1 · 26 + 1 · 25 + 1 · 24 + 0 · 23 + 0 · 22 + 0 · 21 + 0 · 20 = 11100002
Let us now summarise what we have done in our examples: in BASE 5,
19 =
=
93 =
=
112 =
=

three bundles of 5 plus four bundles of 1
345
three bundles of 25 plus three bundles of 5 plus three bundles of 1
3335
four bundles of 25 plus two bundles of 5 plus two bundles of 1
4225

In BASE 2:
19 = one bundle of 16 plus no bundles of 8 plus no bundles of 4
plus one bundle of 2 plus one bundle of 1
= 100112
93 = one bundle of 64 plus no bundles of 32
plus one bundle of 16 plus one bundle of 8 plus one bundle of 4
plus no bundles of 2 plus one bundle of 1
= 10111012
112 = one bundle of 64 plus one bundle of 32
plus one bundle of 16 plus no bundles of 8 plus no bundles of 4
plus no bundles of 2 plus no bundles of 1
= 11100002
Put simply, when we write a number in base 2, we write it as a sum of powers
of 2 with coefficients of either 0 or 1. This is because when we work with
bundles of two as soon as we have two bundles of 2n it becomes one more
bundle of size 2n+1 . When we write in in base 5, we write it as a sum of
powers of 5 with coefficients of 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4. So looking at 112 in detail, we
see that in base 2,
112 = 64 + 32 + 16
= 1 · 26 + 1 · 25 + 1 · 24 + 0 · 23 + 0 · 22 + 0 · 21 + 0 · 20
= 11100002
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The same number in base 5 is written as powers of 5, as
112 = 100 + 10 + 2
= 4 · 52 + 2 · 51 + 2 · 50
= 4225
Thus the same number can be written in different ways, depending on what
base we choose to describe them.

8.7
8.7.1

Units
Measuring Physical Quantities

Numbers show up in two ways: first and foremost, from counting. This, as we
have described, leads to real numbers, which again, as we have discussed, can
be described in different ways, i.e. fractions, decimals (and different bases),
and so on.
There is a second very important way in which the numbers show up. This
is when quantities are measured using units. For instance after a uniform
system of weights and measures are in place. This allows us to describe the
world using numbers and is essential for commerce and science. For instance,
we describe lengths, periods of time, weights and prices by numbers; we say
“three metres” or “two weeks” or “one pound” or “seventeen euro”. The
quantities we use to describe these physical properties are called UNITS. In
the previous three examples, we used the metre as the UNIT of length, the
week as the UNIT of time, the pound as the UNIT of weight and the euro
as the UNIT of price.
8.7.2

Time

Using units allows us measure and represent physical quantities using numbers. Once this happens precise science becomes possible. Observations can
now be recorded using numbers. Precise links between different observations
when numbers were used lead to the discovery of laws of nature. Let us
start by describing the way we measure time. We have to choose a unit for
measuring time. The unit chosen should be useful and one that everyone understands. The rotation of the earth around its axis gives us such a natural
unit : the day. This unit is good but too big so we divide it into smaller
units. We divide a day into 24 hours. This is still too big so an hour is
divided into 60 minutes, and each minute is divided into 60 seconds and so
on. Sometimes we need to have bigger units for measuring time. We thus
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define bigger units: 7 days make up a week and the year, defines as the time
it takes for the Earth to go once around the Sun, is about 365 days.
The reason for selecting the day as a measure of time was clear. First of all
it was natural and then, if it was assumed that the day, which represented
the time of ROTATION OF THE EARTH around its axis is always the
same: it is PERIODIC with a FIXED PERIOD. If this is accepted we can
introduce a good TIME SCALE as we have described. However, this does
not always mean the the day is the most convenient unit for measuring time.
For example, it is far easier to say “I am 23 years old today” than it is to
say “I am 8395 days old today”.
But for accurate time measurements this scheme is not suitable. For
example, the Earth’s period of rotation has changed very gradually over the
course of its lifetime, so a day now is actually slightly shorter than a day a
million years ago. However, it was found that atoms of the element cesium
emit light which has a very well-defined FREQUENCY, i.e. the emitted
light waves oscillate at a fixed number of times per second to great accuracy.
This led to ATOMIC CLOCKS becoming widely used for very accurate time
measurement, and also allowed us to define the SECOND as the basic unit of
time, as the time it takes for the light emitted by a cesium atom to oscillate
an exact number of times. So we see that our idea of COUNTING (in this
case, the number of wave oscillations) leads to a way of defining UNITS.
But even if it is the best-defined unit of time, it will not always be the
most convenient: using the unit of second, we immediately get a reasonably
large number if we ask how many seconds are there in a year: 1 year = 365
days = 365 · 24 hours = 365 · 24 · 60 minutes = 365 · 24 · 60 · 60 seconds
= 3.1436 ·108 , or over 300 million seconds. So although the second may be
perfect for describing events which happen quickly, it is definitely not very
good for talking about quantities like a person’s age.
An amusing property of the number 365 was spotted by a Russian mathematics teacher. He noticed that that 365 can be written in two unusual
ways, namely as the sum of THREE consecutive squared numbers and the
NEXT TWO consecutive squared numbers:
102 + 112 + 122 = 365
132 + 142 = 365
This fact is not widely known! The teacher asked his students to mentally
work out
102 + 112 + 122 + 132 + 142
365
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There is a lovely painting showing the agitated students working on the
problem; it is called A Hard Problem. (The correct answer is, of course, 2.)
There is a twist to this example. Pattern spotting mathematicians noticed
that the example given actually belonged to a family of results. Let us explain
the pattern discovered. We write down the first three members of the family
and then we will explain how to get all of the others. Here are the first three:
32 + 42 = 52
102 + 112 + 122 = 132 + 142
212 + 222 + 232 + 242 = 252 + 262 + 272
There are an endless list of such identities! In each case there is a starting
number such as 4 or 12 or 24 then in the first case we move one number
down to get 3 and one number up to get 5. The sum of the original number
squared plus the sum of the square of all numbers smaller than the starting
term is equal to the sum of the squares of the numbers bigger than the
starting number. In the first case there is only one number bigger and one
number smaller. In the second case there are two numbers smaller than the
starting number 12 and two numbers bigger. In the third case there are three
numbers smaller than the starting number which is 24 and three numbers
which are bigger. Thus if we know what the nth starting term is then the
rule for writing down these identities is very simple. We generate n terms
smaller and n terms bigger than the starting number and the identity is that
the sum of the squares of the n smaller terms plus the square of the starting
term is equal to the sum of the squares of the n bigger terms. Now we tell
you how to choose the nth starting term. You simply add 1 + 2 + .. + n and
multiply this number by 4. Thus when n = 1 the starting term is 4, when
n = 2 , the sum 1 + 2 = 3 so that the starting term is 4 × 3 = 12 and so on.
Crazy but true!
8.7.3

Length

When we measure lengths, heights, widths and distances which are around
human-sized, the usual units used are the INCH and the CENTIMETRE. For
slightly longer lengths, we have the FOOT (12 inches) and the YARD (3 feet
= 36 inches) and the MILE (1760 yards = 5280 feet) in the English/American
system, and the METRE (100 centimetres) and the KILOMETRE (1000
metres) in the metric system. One length that shows the usefulness of these
larger units is the radius of Earth: about 6400 kilometres, or 4000 miles.
Even bigger is the ASTRONOMICAL UNIT, the average distance from
the Earth to the Sun, about 93 million miles; it is useful for denoting the
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distances within our Solar System. For measuring the distances between stars
and galaxies, the standard unit of length is the distance travelled by light in
one year, or LIGHT-YEAR. Light in space travels at the speed 186000 feet
per second, or 3 × 106 kilometres per second. Thus, in one year, a beam of
light will travel (3×106 ) times (365×24×60×60), or nearly TEN TRILLION,
kilometres. For example, the nearest star system to us is the Alpha Centauri
system, about 4.3 light-years away.
For smaller lengths, the metric system is more common than the English/American: rather than talking about sixteenths of an inch, the MILLIMETRE (1/10 centimetre = 1/1000 metre) is quite useful. The MICROMETRE, or MICRON (one-millionth of a metre) convenient for describing the sizes of one-celled organisms. The ÅNGSTRÖM (one ten-billionth of
a metre) and the FERMI (one quintillionth of a metre) show up when talking
about atoms and molecules.
With all these units around, it is important to know how to CONVERT
between them, namely, to change from one set of units of length another. The
basic fact we need to do this is to know that one inch is EXACTLY equal to
2.54 centimetres. Thus, the inch is about two-and-a-half times bigger than
a centimetre. Thus, a length expressed in inches will be a smaller number
then if the same length is expressed in centimetres. For example, how many
centimetres are in a foot?
1 ft = 12 in
= 12 · (2.54 cm)
= 30.48 cm
To find how many metres this is, we divide by 100, because 1 cm = 1/100 m,
so there are 0.3048 metres in a foot; the foot is a SMALLER unit of length
than the metre is.
We may do the same for the yard:
1 yard =
=
=
=

3 feet
3 · (30.48 cm)
91.44 cm
0.9144 metre

Thus, a yard is slightly smaller than a metre.
When driving, flying or taking a train, the conversion from miles to
kilometres (or vice versa) is quite often useful: 1 mile is 1760 yards, or
1760 · (0.9144 metres) = 1606.6 metres = 1.6066 kilometres. Thus, a mile is
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longer than a kilometre. To get from kilometres to miles, we simply DIVIDE
the conversion factor into 1: 1 kilometre = (1/1.6066) miles = 0.6224 miles.
To summarise, we always start with 1 inch = 2.54 centimetres. We may
thus obtain the following rules for converting English units to metric units:
• feet to centimetre: multiply by 30.48
• yards to metres: multiply by 0.91
To convert metric units to English units, we start from 1 centimetre = 1/2.54
inches ≈ 0.43 inches. Thus:
• metres to inches: multiply by 43
• metres to feet: multiply by

43
12

• metres to yards: multiply by

= 3.58
5.38
3

= 1.19

We thus have a conversion table:
8.7.4

Mass

The next unit we consider is MASS. This is a measure of how much gravity
pulls on an object, how heavy it is, or how much it tends to resist being
moved. The usual units of mass are OUNCES or POUNDS in England and
the US and GRAMMES or KILOGRAMMES most everywhere else. As with
length, we must start from some relation between the two systems, and in
this case, we use
1 pound = 453.59237 grammes
This is EXACT, but for most purposes, we take 1 lb ≈ 454 g for convenience
(“lb” is the abbreviation for “pound”, from the Latin libra, meaning “scale”
or “balance”).
The conversion comes from taking a standard object and measuring it in
pounds and grammes. Thus, to convert pounds to grammes, multiply by 454.
Because a kilogramme is 1000 grammes, to convert pounds to kilogrammes,
multiply by 0.454. To convert kilogrammes to pounds, we DIVIDE by .454,
which is equivalent to MULTIPLYING by 2.2.
These units handle most human-sized objects: when cooking, quantities
of flour, salt, sugar and so on are often measured in grammes or ounces (1
pound = 16 ounces). The weights of humans and animals are usually given
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in pounds or kilogrammes: an average European woman weighs around 150
lb or 70 kg.
Small masses, like small lengths, tend to be given in metric units: the
MILLIGRAMME is one thousandth of a gramme, the MICROGRAMME is
one millionth, and so on. However, it is still common to use the gramme,
except using a very small number: the mass of an electron is about 10−27
grammes.
Similarly, large masses are often still given in kilogrammes or pounds,
although with very large numbers: the mass of the Earth is around 1027
grammes and the mass of the Sun is an enormous 2 × 1033 grammes. For
masses that are large but not quite that large, though, there are the TON
and the TONNE. Despite the similarity in the names, they are different:
the TON is a British measure equal to 2000 pounds; the TONNE is 1000
kilogrammes, or a million grammes. Using our conversion rules above, we
see that 1 tonne is about 1.1 tons: 1000 kg = 1000 · (2.2 lbs = 2200 lbs =
1.1 · (2000 lbs) = 1.1 tons.
8.7.5

Area

The surface space a flat object occupies is referred to as its AREA. Areas whose dimensions – width and depth – are of human-size are usually
measured SQUARE FEET or SQUARE METRES. A SQUARE FOOT is
simply the area of a square whose sides are each one foot long; similarly for
the SQUARE YARD and the SQUARE METRE.
For smaller areas, the similar terms SQUARE INCH and SQUARE CENTIMETRE are used in exactly the same fashion. For the very small areas
that appear in atomic physics, there is also the BARN: it measures the crosssectional area of atomic nuclei, and 1 barn = 10−24 square metres.
Because agriculture has played such an important role in the development
of humanity, special units for larger areas are very common. The SQUARE
MILE and SQUARE KILOMETRE, defined as the previous areas, are often
used, but two others which often refer to the size of farms and pieces of
property are the ACRE and the ARE. The ACRE is a UK/US measurement,
equal to 4840 square yards: this is the area covered by a square with side
length 69.57 yards = 208.7 feet. Of course, since area is equal to width times
depth, it could also be a rectangle of side lengths 40 years = 120 feet and 121
yards = 363 feet. To compare, a square mile gives the area of a square with
sides of 1760 yards, so the 1 square mile = (1760 yards)2 = 3097600 square
yards. Dividing this by 4840 shows that there are 640 acres in a square mile.
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As is usually the case, the metric unit ARE is less complicated: it is equal
to 100 square metres, or the area of a square with side length 10 metres.
However, as this is only the floor area of a large room, it is a bit too small
to use for measuring farm size, so the HECTARE, equal to 100 ares, is more
common. A hectare is equal to 10000 square metres, or the area of a square
100 metres on each side.
How do we convert from acres to hectares? We already know that 1 yard
is 0.9144 metres, so
1 acre =
=
=
=
=

4840 square yards
4840 · (0.9144 m)2
4840 · 0.8361 square metres
4046.9 square metres
0.40469 hectares

In this calculation we have used the fact that an area is measured in terms
of two sides of a rectangle and thus a unit of area is the square of the unit
of length. Since a yard is .91444 metres a square yard is thus a unit of area
and corresponds to an area of (.9144)2 square metres. So an acre is smaller
than a hectare. We can see this by reversing the conversion: 1 hectare =
1/0.40469 acres = 2.47 acres.
8.7.6

Volume

The physical space that an object occupies is called its VOLUME, and the
usual units are the LITRE and the PINT. The LITRE is the metric system
unit of volume, and is often divided into 100 CENTILITRES (cl) or 1000
MILLILITRES (ml). The CUBIC CENTIMETRE (cc or cm3 ), the volume
of a cube where each side is 1 centimetre long, is sometimes used as well, but
it is exactly equal to 1 millilitre, so the two are often used interchangeably.
Converting between these and the PINT is made complicated by the fact
that the US and the UK define their pints differently: one US pint is 473
millilitres, and a UK pint is 568 millilitres. Therefore, converting between
litres and pints requires you to know which country you’re in.
However, common to both the US and UK are the manner in which they
define their larger units of volume, the QUART and the GALLON: in both
countries, 1 quart = 2 pints and 1 gallon = 4 quarts = 8 pints. However, the
US and UK quarts are different sizes: a US quart is twice 473 ml = 946 ml
= 0.946 litres; a UK quart is twice 568 ml = 1136 ml = 1.136 litres. Thus,
the US quart is slightly less than a litre, the UK quart slightly more.
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8.7.7

Temperature

In the US, temperatures are given in terms of DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
(◦ F), whereas everywhere else in the world (including the UK), they are given
in DEGREES CELSIUS (C). Historically, these two systems, the FAHRENHEIT SYSTEM and the CENTIGRADE SYSTEM, were created by defining
the temperature at which water boils and at which water freezes.
In the Fahrenheit system, water freezes at 32◦ F and boils at 212◦ F; in the
centigrade system, the same two temperatures are 0 C and 100 C respectively.
We shall see in a future Chapter exactly how the conversion formula for the
two systems is obtained, but for now we merely state the result:
• Fahrenheit to Celsius: subtract 32, then multiply by

5
9

• Celsius to Fahrenheit: multiply by 59 , then add 32
Thus we see that 32 degrees Fahrenheit is equal to (32 − 32) · 59 = 0 degrees
Celsius and 212 Fahrenheit is (212 − 32) · 95 = 100 Celsius, as expected. 95◦ F
would be considered to be a very hot day in the US, and this converts to
(95 − 32) · 59 , or 35 C, which people outside of America would probably also
agree is very hot.
8.7.8

Currency

The units in which countries measure costs, prices and other money-related
quantities are their CURRENCIES. They give the basic units of exchange
within each country or economic area. However, as there are many different
types of currency – euro, rupees, dollars, yen, pounds sterling, and so on –
it is important to know how to convert prices between them.
However, unlike the other units discussed so far, currency values relative
to each other constantly change. But once we know the relative value between
two currencies, called the EXCHANGE RATE, we may go back and forth
between them in exactly the same manner as we have between units of length,
area, mass, and so on.
For example, suppose an Italian businessman is purchasing goods from
the US. All prices there are given in US dollars (US$, or sometimes just $),
and the businessman wants to know how much he will have to pay in his
native currency, the euro (e). At the time of his purchase, the exchange rate
was 1 euro = 1.25 dollars, or 1 dollar = 1/1.25 = 0.8 euro. Therefore, our
businessman needs only multiply every price they see in the US by 0.8 to
find its equivalent in euro.
So if this Italian is in the plumbing business, he will have to buy pipe for
his work. Suppose he found that a particularly reliable and well-made type
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of copper tubing was available in the US for two dollars per yard of pipe.
The plumber not only wants to convert the currency from dollars to euro,
but also to convert from yards to metres, so as to find the cost of the pipe
in euro per metre.
To do this, he first must find out how many dollars he would have to pay
for a metre of this pipe, and then convert that to euro. 1 metre = 1.19 yards,
so a metre of this pipe would cost (2 dollars per yard) × (1 yard) = $2.38.
There are 0.8 euro in each dollar, so multiplying this by 0.8 gives the price
in euro, or e1.90
So he now knows that one metre of this tubing will cost him 1.90 euro,
or 1.90 euro per metre. He can now compare this US price to other prices
elsewhere in Europe, where all prices will be in euro per metre as well.
Now suppose there is a plumber in London also looking for pipe, and she
is interested in comparing the price of this US tubing to those of vendors in
the UK. She wants to convert the currency to pounds sterling (UK£or just
£), but as the yard is used as a unit of length in the UK as well, she does
not need to convert yards to metres.
So what is the price in pounds sterling for one yard of pipe? She needs to
know the exchange rate between dollars and pounds sterling, and she finds
that it is £1 = $1.50, or $1 = 1/1.50 = £0.67. One yard of pipe costs one
dollar, which she knows is 0.67 pounds sterling, so her price is 0.67 pounds
sterling per yard.
In this calculation, we used an accuracy of two decimal places: 1/1.50
is exactly 2/3, which in decimal form is 0.6666 . . ., or 0.67 to two decimal
places. This is adequate if we do not buy much pipe, but suppose our London
plumber is buying not one yard, but 100 yards? If the price were actually
0.67 pounds per yard, she’d pay £67.00. But in reality, it’s 0.666 . . . pounds
per yard, so 100 yards would be £666.6666 . . ., or £66.67 to the nearest
penny. This is £3.32 LESS than the approximate price predicted. Any good
plumber would know not to lose money needlessly, and so she’d have made
a note of the EXACT price that the currency conversion gave her, not the
APPROXIMATE one. This is always worth keeping in mind whenever ANY
sort of currency conversion is done.
Suppose a German manufacturer of linoleum sells to the UK as well as
the rest of Europe, and thus includes prices in square yards as in square
metres. This company offers tiles that are sold at 22 euro per square yard;
what would the price be per square metre?
We first convert square yards to square metres: a square metre is an area
with two equal metre-long sides, while a square yard is an area of two equal
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sides one yard long. We saw 1 yard = 0.91 metres, so
1 square yard

= 1 yard · 1 yard
= 0.91 metres · 0.91 metres
= 0.83 square metres

Thus, 0.83 square metres of the tiles cost 22 euro. Therefore, 1 square metre
22
of the tiles cost 0.83
= 25.30 euro, so the company should offer the tiles as
25.30 euro per square metre.

9

Historical Remarks

We give very short account of three great contributors to number theory.

9.1

Fermat

Pierre de Fermat was born in 1601 and died in 1665. He was educated at
home. In 1631 he was appointed a councillor for the local parliament at
Toulouse. He worked there for the rest of his life and worked on mathematics in his spare time. It was a passion. Fermat published nothing in
his lifetime but he is regarded as the creator of modern number theory. His
“Last Theorem” that no integral values x, y, z can be found to satisfy the
equation xn + y n = z n , if n is an integer greater than 2 was proved recently
by Andrew Wiles.
Here is a nice simple result of Fermat. An odd prime can be written as
the difference of two square integers. Fermat’s proof is: Let p be a prime.
Suppose p = x2 − y 2 . Then p = (x + y)(x − y) Since p is a prime it cannot
have factors other than 1. Thus we must have p = x + y and x − y = 1. Thus
and y = p=1
are the two integers the difference of whose squares is
x = p+1
2
2
the prime p.

9.2

Euler

Leonhard Euler was born in Switzerland 1707 and died in 1783. He studied
in his home town with the famous mathematician John Bernoulli and formed
lifelong friendship with John Bernoulli’s two sons Daniel and Nicholas who
went on to be excellent mathematicians. Euler used the letter e to denote
the base of what is called the natural logarithm. Euler also showed that
eiθ = cos θ + i sin θ where i2 = −1. Euler worked in almost all branches of
pure mathematics, applied mathematics and mathematical physics and wrote
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an immense number of memoirs on all branches of mathematics. There is
the Euler equation for fluids, there is the Euler equation for spinning rigid
bodies, there is the Euler Lagrange equations in Mechanics. In number theory
there is a Euler function. Euler gave an alternate proof that there are an
infinite number of primes using series. He did this by first introducing the
zeta function which is Σ n1s where the sum is over all positive integers starting
with one. and then showing that this sum has all the prime numbers hidden
in it. Euler showed that the sum can be written as a product of terms of the
form 1−1 1 where p is a prime number. He then showed that if there were
ps

only a finite number of primes there was a contradiction. The zeta function
was subsequently studied for s complex by Riemann and is known as the
Riemann zeta function. Studying the Riemann zeta function is an area of
active research. Euler also proved many results stated by Fermat that were
not properly proved. Euler became blind in 1769.

9.3

Gauss

Karl Friedrich Gauss was born at Brunswick in 1777 and died in 1855. His
father was a bricklayer. His talent for mathematics was recognised very early.
There is the story that when was very young the teacher in school asked
students to add the numbers 1 + 2 + 3 = ..100. He wanted to keep them
occupied for sometime. As soon as the problem was given Gauss immediately
wrote down the answer 5050 on his slate and gave it to his teacher. He had
immediately discovered how to sum an arithmetical series.
Gauss is regarded as one of the greatest mathematicians of all time.
Gauss’s book Disquisitiones Aritheticae appeared in 1801 and is regarded
as a classic. Gauss worked in many different areas but published relatively
little. Many of his results were recorded in his notebook. But the work he did
publish was superb. For instance he proved the fundamental theorem of algebra, namely that any polynomial equation of order n has n complex roots.
He made important contributions to number theory He also worked on electricity and magnetism and was involved for many years in an international
magnetic survey.

9.4

How Exceptional Mathematicians Work

Israel Gelfand who died in 2009 was an exceptional Russian mathematician
who was famous for his research work in many areas. He was also very much
involved with educating school students and getting them to experience the
way research mathematics talk about mathematics.
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From the end of the 1950s until 1990 Gelfand ran a seminar in room 1408
of the mathematics department of Moscow state University. The seminar was
a place where the latest results of mathematics were presented, very often
by those who had established the result themselves. The Gelfand seminar
started between 7pm to 8pm when he arrived and continued for 4 hours.
Gelfand would ask the speaker to start but would interrupt the speaker by
asking questions, by criticising what was being done and the method being
used to tackle the problem under discussion. He would also make comments
on the problem, explaining why it was interesting and what one would learn
from the solution that was being presented. Gelfand would also frequently
stop the talk and explain points that those sitting on the first two rows of the
lecture theatre might not follow. These were school students. The lecture
theatre could seat 150 and it was usually full for the Gelfand seminars.
In this way Gelfand discussed problems with great enjoyment. He robustly attacked what he thought was a wrong approach, praised novelty and
was always seeking simplicity, beauty, precision and crazy ideas of great depth
in mathematics. The problems in his seminar were for this reason publicly
analysed, their pedigree made clear and shortcomings of the approach followed by the speaker exposed. In these wide ranging discussions students and
all present learned where the problem come from, why was it important for
mathematics and what were the difficulties that had been overcome in order
to solve the problem. Thus Gelfand allowed young students to experience
the excitement and pleasure of mathematical research.
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